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ABSTRACT 

 

Parental management of their children’s peer experiences and skillful efforts to coach and 

advise their children with social problems has recognized benefits to children. Yet very little is 

understood about the reasoning and beliefs behind parents’ coaching and how coaching is related 

to parents’ broader social orientations. Mothers of 32 male and 39 female young adolescents 

were given a structured interview about hypothetical friendship dilemmas involving jealousy and 

the sophistication of their understanding of the dilemmas, their apparent self-efficacy, and their 

spontaneous references to advice they would give their young adolescent were coded from their 

responses. Mothers and young adolescents also provided self-reports of their relationship warmth 

and various aspects of child social adjustment. Mothers that made many suggestions to their 

children for handling the friendship dilemma had children who were generally less jealous and 

had higher social self-esteem. However, this was only true when the mother-child relationship 

was warm. The opposite pattern appeared in less warm mother-child relationships. In addition, 

coaching ideas were not related to the closeness of best friendships in offspring. Mothers with 

more sophisticated understanding of the social situation could produce more suggestions for their 

child on how to handle friendship dilemmas. Better understanding, in turn, was more 

characteristic of mothers with secure orientations toward relationships in their own life. Mothers 

that could produce more recommendations for their child were not necessarily mothers who felt 

efficacious in this area, contrary to expectations. Results represent a step toward a more complete 

understanding of the cognitions behind parental coaching and when it will be effective. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Parents contribute to their children’s successful and unsuccessful peer relations in a 

variety of active and proactive ways (Abaied & Rudolph, 2011; Ladd & Pettit, 2002; Mounts, 

2008; Parke et al., 2002; Ross & Howe, 2009; Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker, 2006). For example, 

parents often facilitate and provide permission for children to participate in peer activities 

(McDowell & Parke, 2009; Vernberg, Beery, Ewell, & Abwender, 1993), direct children away 

from deviant peers and toward prosocial peers (Mounts, 2000), and provide problem-solving or 

coaching about social challenges with peers both concurrently (Finnie & Russell, 1988; Mize & 

Pettit, 1997) and reactively (Laird, Pettit, Mize, Brown, & Lindsey, 1994; McDowell, Parke, & 

Wang, 2003). Of course, positive child outcomes also appear for a variety of reasons outside of 

parents’ efforts to help (e.g., Pettit, Bates, & Dodge, 1997; Steinberg, Fletcher, & Darling, 1994), 

but when parents are motivated to prevent or remediate social difficulties, their children benefit 

(Ladd & Pettit, 2002).  

Although existing evidence lends support for linkages between parents’ efforts to assist 

their children with peer difficulties and their offspring’s social adjustment, little is understood 

about why some parents provide such intervention whereas others do not (Tilton-Weaver & 

Galambos, 2003). In addition to contributing to our broader understanding of why parents parent 

the way they do, a better understanding of parents’ thinking and motivations around decisions to 

assist their children in this domain could be helpful for emerging efforts to foster such behaviors 

in parents. Recently, several efforts to promote parents’ involvement in their offspring’s peer 

relationships have been reported (Mikami, Jack, Emeh, & Stephens, 2010; Mikami, Lerner, 
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Griggs, McGrath, & Calhoun, 2010). To date, however, these efforts have lacked a firm basis for 

understanding the reluctance of some parents in this area. 

In this dissertation, I explore two factors that may predict parents’ effective coaching in 

their children’s peer-related difficulties. First, I propose that some parents possess a more 

elaborate understanding of the nuances related to their children’s social challenges than others 

do. I argue that parents that possess a more sophisticated understanding of their children’s peer-

related difficulties are more likely to intervene because they are better positioned to recognize 

emerging problems and devise thoughtful strategies for how their children can resolve social 

dilemmas. To make this argument, I draw parallels with an established literature demonstrating 

that the ability to effectively reason through social difficulties helps individuals diagnose their 

own and others’ behaviors and solve interpersonal conflicts. This body of literature has focused 

on the interpersonal conflicts of children and adolescents (e.g., Selman, 1980; Selman, 

Beardslee, Schultz, Krupa, & Podorefsky, 1986), but has also been applied to the conflicts of 

adults in a few investigations (e.g., P. F. Weitzman, 2001; P. F. Weitzman & Weitzman, 2000; P. 

F. Weitzman & Weitzman, 2001). The present study is designed to explore whether better 

interpersonal reasoning skill enables parents to effectively think about their children’s 

interactions with peers and provide more coaching suggestions to their children during peer-

related challenges. 

I also propose that parents are more likely to provide coaching ideas when they consider 

this domain to be an area where parents have the responsibility and authority to assist their 

children and possess an expectation that their coaching will be successful. In the present study, I 

investigate if perceived self-efficacy over children’s social relationships will predict parents’ 

coaching suggestions regarding their young adolescents’ peer-related difficulties. 
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Finally, to understand why some parents feel more efficacious and reason more soundly 

about their child’s peer difficulties, I propose that these qualities are outgrowths of parents’ 

secure and trusting attitudes about relationships. I hypothesize that parents with secure and 

trusting attitudes toward relationships in general are more likely to have a flexible, deep, and 

proficient understanding of not only their own problems, but the problems faced by their 

adolescent as well. These parents may also be more likely to perceive a greater sense of 

parenting self-efficacy in their children’s friendship interactions. Numerous prior studies have 

shown that adults with secure and trusting social outlooks are more socially adjusted and capable 

of reasoning in sophisticated ways about the social problems they face than adults with insecure 

outlooks (e.g., Davila, Hammen, Burge, Paley, & Daley, 1995). To my knowledge, however, it 

has not been previously demonstrated that a secure and trusting relationship outlook predicts 

parents’ ability to reason about their children’s interpersonal difficulties or how parents’ perceive 

the management of their young adolescents’ friendships. Thus, in addition to helping better 

understand parental coaching, this study will advance our broader understanding of the 

implications of security for development. 

Figure 1 summarizes the guiding framework for this study in the form of a conceptual 

model. Greater parental relationship security is hypothesized to contribute better interpersonal 

reasoning and more parental self-efficacy. The sophistication of parents’ interpersonal reasoning 

and their feeling more efficacious about their ability to positively influence their children’s social 

relationships are hypothesized to positively relate to more effective coaching suggestions. In 

turn, parents’ coaching ideas will have positive implications for their children’s social 

adjustment outcomes. Mother-child relationship warmth and adolescent gender are examined as 
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being potential moderators on the link between maternal strategies and adjustment outcomes, as 

mixed and contrary results have been found in previous studies (see Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. Conceptual model  

To test the conceptual model in Figure 1, mothers were given dilemmas in which their 

child became embroiled in a disagreement with a peer over third-party interferences in a 

friendship that caused feelings of jealousy. Friendship jealousy is a challenging social 

circumstance with known risks for aggression, poor self-view, loneliness, and friendship 

difficulties (Parker, Kruse, & Aikins, 2010). Therefore if this study is successful it will provide 

insight into how parents think about and assist their children with friendship difficulties related 

to jealousy. In the first section of the following literature review I discuss the research on 

adolescents’ friendship jealousy. 

Next, I review the general literature on parental influences on their offspring’s peer 

relationships. I describe the little research to date that has assessed this parenting behavior and 

present support for the premise that it is beneficial to children when parents manage and provide 

assistance in their children’s peer-related difficulties. 

Following this, I introduce the concept of interpersonal reasoning skill, outlined 

particularly in the conceptual framework offered by Robert Selman (Selman, 1971, 1980, 1981; 

Selman et al., 1986). I discuss Selman’s framework and describe evidence supporting the 
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premise that individuals who are capable of reasoning about interpersonal difficulties in more 

sophisticated ways are better adjusted. Then, I suggest that the ability to reason about 

interpersonal difficulties could account for why some parents’ actively manage their young 

adolescents’ social relationships 

Next, I introduce the concept of parents’ self-efficacy as it applies to their adolescents’ 

friendships. Parenting self-efficacy includes parents’ feelings of empowerment, expectancy of 

success, and beliefs about the appropriate domains of parental authority. I argue the more parents 

feel effective and believe their adolescents’ social relationships fall within their domain of 

authority, the more inclined they are to provide advice to their children about peers.  

Lastly, I review the role of relationship security on parents’ interpersonal reasoning about 

their children’s social difficulties. I review evidence that the tendency to view relationships in 

more secure ways is linked to various elements of parenting, and make an argument that 

relationship security should relate to how parents think and reason about their young 

adolescents’ interpersonal dilemmas. I also argue that such parents are also more likely to feel 

efficacious regarding their children’s social relationships.  

My introduction concludes by presenting a summary of my research aims and 

hypotheses. 

Friendship Jealousy 

Friendship jealousy is a negative cognitive, emotional, and behavioral reaction triggered 

by a close friend’s actual or anticipated involvement with another peer (see Parker et al., 2010, 

for review). Although all individuals experience disappointment and distress to some degree 

when third parties threaten to monopolize a friend’s attention, research suggests that some 

individuals are consistently possessive and react negatively to their friend’s relationships with 
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others (Lavallee & Parker, 2009; Parker, Low, Walker, & Gamm, 2005). While the experience 

and expression of jealousy vary based upon the extent of situational factors, research with 

children and young adolescents indicates that a proneness to jealousy is stable over periods up to 

a year. Girls and younger children appear to be more prone to jealousy than boys and older 

children (Parker et al., 2010).  

Reviewing numerous studies in this area, Parker and colleagues (2010) suggest that 

jealous individuals are at risk for a variety of inter- and intrapersonal difficulties during 

childhood and adolescence. Specifically, jealous individuals report being victimized and feel less 

well liked by peers, experience anxiety and sensitivity to rejection, and feel more dissatisfied and 

lonely in relationships (Parker et al., 2010; Parker et al., 2005). Highly jealous individuals also 

report strong feelings of anger, low self-worth, increased conflict in relationships, and less 

relational closeness, more so than their less jealous peers (Lavallee & Parker, 2009; Parker et al., 

2010).  

In addition to the strong emotional responses linked with jealousy, highly jealous 

individuals also engage in maladaptive behavioral responses. Highly prone individuals have a 

reputation with their peers as being aggressive (Parker et al., 2005). This aggression can appear 

in direct forms as efforts to intimidate, yell, or physically assault another peer. However, jealous 

individuals may also try to minimize these direct forms of aggression to escape the social stigma 

attached to being jealous and avoid appearing as a less desirable social partner (White & Mullen, 

1989). As such, they may engage in passive (e.g., whining, threats of friendship termination, 

guilt induction) or social (e.g., spreading rumors, gossiping, or excluding others) aggression. By 

behaving in these indirect ways, highly jealous individuals may achieve retaliation while 

avoiding some of the social accountability linked to direct forms of aggression (Björkqvist, 
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1994). Regardless of form, however, aggression undermines and compromises the quality of a 

friendship when friendship partners grow weary of it or of the chronic demands for exclusivity in 

a relationship (Lavallee & Parker, 2009; Parker et al., 2010). In short, being jealous in a 

friendship can present many emotional and behavioral difficulties in a relationship. It disrupts 

friendships, disturbs group functioning, and leads to a reputation for being aggressive and 

becoming less well liked. 

In view of the overall difficulties associated with being jealous, it is arguably important 

to investigate how parents think about and respond to jealousy when it arises in their children’s 

friendships. Peer-focused parenting may be an important protective factor for offspring that are 

jealous. However, before they can effectively provide assistance, parents need to be able to 

notice and think powerfully about the cues signaling their child’s difficulty with jealousy. Some 

of these cues will be obvious, as when a child has an emotional outburst of fights with a peer. 

But others can be subtle, as a child that suddenly loses or denies interest in talking with or 

spending time with a particular child who has been a friend. In fact, one form of subtle 

aggression that is a documented response to jealousy is ignoring someone (Parker et al., 2010). It 

may take special vigilance for a parent to notice when something expected is not happening 

rather than when something unexpected is happening. 

In summary, jealousy can negatively influence peer experiences (Parker et al., 2010).  

This should be an area that challenges parents to think about their children’s emotions and 

understand how it can impact their children’s interactions with peers. Parents may be able to help 

their children with jealousy by clarifying the social circumstances with peers and by giving 

suggestions on how children can best respond to it. 
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Parental Influences on Young Adolescents’ Social Adjustment 

There are many ways in which parents can intentionally influence their children’s peer 

experiences (Ladd & Hart, 1992; Mounts, 2000). One example is through direct conversations 

with their children with the intent to prevent or remediate difficulties that arise within friendships 

and interactions with peers. The term coaching is used to describe the direct parental practice of 

giving advice and assistance with the intention to promote positive interactions with peers (Mize 

& Ladd, 1990; Mize & Pettit, 1997; Pettit & Mize, 1993). Coaching involves discussing the 

motives of their child and child’s peers, clarify their child’s goals, encourage their child to 

engage in adaptive coping strategies, and instruct their child to rehearse precise social responses. 

Parental coaching can either be prompted by the child or can occur spontaneously. Parents of 

young children often coach during their children’s live peer interactions, but as their children 

develop, coaching typically takes place after-the-fact and away from peers. When parents coach 

behind the scenes and at a later time, they are often reliant on what their children divulge 

regarding the peer difficulty to inform their decision making on how to coach their child (Brown 

& Bakken, 2011; Bumpus & Rodgers, 2009; Smetana, 2008). However, parents can also utilize 

knowledge from their own past experiences when responding to their children (Bourdeau, Miller, 

Duke, & Ames, 2011; Crouter, Bumpus, Davis, & McHale, 2005; Updegraff, McHale, Crouter, 

& Kupanoff, 2001) 

Researchers have used several techniques to study parents’ coaching. On occasion, 

researchers place parents in live-but-contrived experimental situations in which they are 

presented with opportunities to spontaneously help their children with an ongoing peer 

interaction (Finnie & Russell, 1988; Russell & Finnie, 1990). For example, Russell and Finnie 

(1990) created a staged peer interaction in the lab to provide an opportunity to study mothers’ 
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efforts to help integrate their young children into a play session. Their findings indicated that 

children had higher teacher-rated social status when mothers provided concrete suggestions on 

how to join a peer activity and lower teacher-rated social status when mothers gave little to no 

instruction (Russell & Finnie, 1990). While this methodology allows researchers to realistically 

capture differences in the ways in which mothers encourage children’s peer interactions, it is not 

helpful for uncovering what motivates the techniques mothers select and the factors mothers 

follow before deciding to influence their children’s peer relationships (Ladd, Le Sieur, & 

Profilet, 1993). 

As an alternative, some researchers prefer videotaped or written hypothetical social 

dilemmas with discussion prompts to determine the cognitions and reasoning behind mothers’ 

coaching (Werner & Grant, 2009). For example, Werner, Senich, and Przepyszny (2006) studied 

the qualities of mothers’ responses to hypothetical situations depicting their young children 

engaged in physical and relational aggression with peers. Videotaped and hypothetical dilemmas 

have the advantage of permitting researchers to control the conditions under which conflict 

arises, the nature and behavior actors involved, and the complexity of the dilemma (Hopmeyer & 

Asher, 1997). Because my interest in the present study centers on the thoughts and motivations 

of mothers in these types of situations, like these researchers, I use hypothetical vignettes and 

open-ended interview questions that permit me to better understand the social cognitions and 

processes behind parents’ coaching ideas. 

Regardless of the specific method used, the existing literature suggests that children 

benefit when parents engage in coaching about peer relationships and actively promote positive 

peer interactions (Ladd & Pettit, 2002; Parke et al., 2002). Werner and colleagues (2014), for 

example, investigated whether the quality of mothers’ coaching discourages the development of 
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young children’s relationally aggressive behavior. Werner et al. (2014) found that among young 

children with initially high levels of relational aggression, when their mothers employed 

moderate to high levels of elaborative, emotion-focused coaching, children were less relationally 

aggressive with peers one year later. Emotion coaching in this instance consisted of global and 

discrete codes for elaborative emotional references. Children whose mothers had lower levels of 

elaborative, emotion-focused coaching were more aggressive (Werner et al., 2014). In light of 

evidence that relational aggression is generally stable across early and middle childhood (Ostrov, 

2010), Werner et al.’s evidence that mothers’ effective coaching disrupts the trajectory of young 

children’s aggression is noteworthy. 

Mikami et al. (2010a; 2010b) conducted a friendship-coaching intervention for parents of 

children and young adolescents with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder. Mikami et al. 

(2010a; 2010b) found that children improved in social skills when their parents learned better 

coaching techniques. Coaching in this instance consisted of parents using praise about their 

children’s interactions with others, facilitating their child’s activities with peers, or instructing 

their child to behave in a desired manner with peers. Children of parents that completed the 

training had more teacher-reported peer acceptance, higher parent-reported friendship quality, 

and lower parent-reported peer conflict compared to children of parents that did not receive the 

training. 

The quantity of parents’ coaching also appears to predict greater adolescent-reported 

friendship intimacy and companionship in newly formed friendships (Vernberg et al., 1993). In a 

study of young adolescents who had just moved to a new geographic area, Vernberg and 

colleagues (Vernberg et al., 1993; Vernberg, Greenhoot, & Biggs, 2006) investigated the 

friendship facilitation strategies parents provided to their young adolescents. Coaching in 
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Vernberg et al.’s studies (1993; 2006) was operationalized as parental encouragement of activity, 

talking with children, and specific efforts to promote proximity to peers, such as encouraging 

children to talk or make an effort to spend time with peers. Vernberg et al. found that children of 

parents that gave more coaching had better social adjustment over an eight-month period 

compared to children of parents that did not. 

Studies have also found that parents are more likely to engage in coaching when their 

children are having broad adjustment difficulties. For example, McDowell and colleagues (2009; 

2003) investigated parent-child discussions with older children and found parents of children 

with lower peer-rated acceptance and social competency did more coaching than parents of 

better-adjusted children. Similar findings have been reported by Laird and colleagues (1994).  

Mize (1995) found that mothers encouraged more  peer interaction in an observational study 

when they viewed their children as lacking in social skills. At first glance, these findings appear 

contrary to the conclusion that parents’ intentional efforts to give advice and facilitate children’s 

social relationships are beneficial. However, the authors of these studies offer an alternative 

explanation. They suggest that parents of children who have difficulties with peers are more 

motivated to encourage peer activity and engage in conversations about peers than are other 

mothers. 

To be motivated to help, however, mothers must be aware of and remain knowledgeable 

about their children’s peer-related difficulties. That is, parents are likely to provide assistance 

only when they see the need to prepare their children for particular peer problems or when they 

correctly recognize that their child is experiencing a problem with a peer (Kerr & Stattin, 2000; 

Stattin & Kerr, 2000). Parker, Nielsen, and McDonald (2015) explored parental accuracy by 

representing mothers’ ability to recognize their young adolescents’ vulnerability to jealousy. The 
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authors posed identical vignettes to mother-adolescent dyads. These authors found when mothers 

were accurate about their children’s jealousy their children had better social adjustment. Parker 

et al., however, did not directly study mothers’ coaching and instead simply assumed coaching 

was the mechanism that linked mothers’ accuracy to their child’s social success. Direct 

assessment of mothers’ coaching would be helpful. 

Parents’ beliefs and goals about their children’s peer relationship influences can also 

impact parental intervention and children’s social adjustment. Mounts and colleagues (Mounts, 

2008, 2011; Mounts & Kim, 2007) have found that parents’ beliefs and goals about improving 

their adolescents’ peer relationships were linked with parents’ intervention and coaching 

techniques. In a 9-month longitudinal study, Mounts (2011) found that when parents had a 

greater number of goals about improving their adolescents’ peer relationships, they were more 

likely to coach and have fewer conflicts with their adolescents about peers. Subsequently, 

mothers that coached more and had fewer conflicts with their offspring about peers also had 

adolescents that reported better social skills over time. 

Another social-cognitive factor that may play a role in parental coaching includes 

parents’ thoughts and recollections about their own peer experiences and friendships (Putallaz, 

Costanzo, & Klein, 1993; Putallaz, Costanzo, & Smith, 1991). Putallaz et al. (1991) found that 

mothers with anxious recollections of their own childhood peer experiences also had children 

who were more socially competent compared to mothers with positive or negative recollections 

of their peer interactions. Mothers with anxious thoughts and memories about peers expressed 

more suggestions for their children to avoid and bypass negative experiences with peers. Putallaz 

et al. suggest that parents with anxious memories take a more active role in their children’s social 
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development because they are able to use their memories of their distressing experiences with 

peers to anticipate their children’s peer difficulty. 

The child’s gender may also influence parents’ coaching quality and quantity. Studies 

have shown that boys report more peer-related parental intervention than do girls (Soenens, 

Vansteenkiste, Smits, Lowet, & Goossens, 2007). Conversely, other work indicates that parents 

communicate more preferences about friendships (Tilton-Weaver & Galambos, 2003) and to 

give more friendship facilitation advice (Vernberg et al., 1993) to their adolescent girls than to 

their adolescent boys. Thus, aside from indicating that gender may be an important 

consideration, existing research is inconsistent regarding whether parents get involved and coach 

more with boys versus girls. I investigate whether mothers provide more coaching strategies for 

their sons versus daughters. 

The effectiveness of coaching and involvement in the peer domain may also differ 

between sons and daughters. In one stance, parental involvement was shown to predict greater 

friendship closeness for adolescent boys, but not for adolescent girls  (Updegraff et al., 2001). 

Conversely, the quality of mothers’ coaching predicts girls’ social competency, but not that of 

boys’ (Mize & Pettit, 1997). Other studies show mothers’ normative beliefs about relational 

aggression are linked to girls’ normative beliefs but not to boys’ (Werner & Grant, 2009) and 

that maternal attributions of hostility are strongly correlated with girls’ hostile attributions 

(MacBrayer, Milich, & Hundley, 2003). Thus, existing studies are also inconsistent regarding 

whether coaching is more successful with one gender or another. Accordingly, in this 

dissertation, I examine whether gender moderates the association between mothers’ coaching 

ideas and young adolescents’ social adjustment. 
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As mentioned earlier, children's social adjustment can be influenced by many aspects 

other than parents' intentional efforts to promote social success in their children through 

coaching. For example, children's social adjustment and aggressiveness has been found to be 

sensitive to strife and discord between other family members, especially marital violence (e.g., 

Wilson & Gottman, 2002). In addition, a great deal of accumulated evidence exists that 

highlights how broader factors of the parent-child relationship—that is, factors other than 

parents' intentional efforts to control, coach, or discipline their child—also influence children’s 

social adjustment (see Ladd & Pettit, 2002). Of particular interest, there is considerable evidence 

that children who have warm and responsive relationships with their parents generally also have 

more successful friendships, feel more positive about their peer relations, and behave in more 

socially skilled ways (Isley, O'Neil, Clatfelter, & Parke, 1999; McFadyen-Ketchum, Bates, 

Dodge, & Pettit, 1996).  

Evidence that children's social adjustment is also influenced by broader aspects of the 

parent-child relationship poses a challenge to conclusions about coaching. Specifically, because 

parents who coach are also likely to be more warm and responsive (Ladd & Pettit, 2002), it is 

difficult to establish that links between coaching and good adjustment outcomes in children are 

due to coaching per se rather than these broader factors.  

Few studies have addressed the role that warmth and responsiveness may play in 

confounding the conclusions between coaching and child adjustment. Of the several studies cited 

above on this topic, only one appears to have given explicit attention specifically to this issue. 

Mize and Pettit (1997) controlled for parental responsiveness before considering how coaching 

was related to outcomes in children. They reported that coaching contributed over and above the 
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influence of the broader relationship, pointing to the unique contribution of coaching to 

children’s adjustment.  

However, Mize and Pettit (1997) also considered the possibility that the broader warmth 

and closeness of the relationship might moderate the relationship between coaching and 

adjustment in children. These authors reasoned that, like other forms of intentional socialization 

parents engage in (Ladd & Pettit, 2002), the effectiveness of coaching for peer adjustment 

depends importantly on the receptivity of the children to their parents' efforts. A child will not be 

influenced by parents' coaching unless it takes places in the broader context of a relationship that 

is warm and responsive and promotes interest and receptivity on the part of the child.  

Results for this provocative hypothesis were mostly inconclusive however. All but one of 

the child outcomes they considered did not show evidence of moderation. The exception was 

aggressiveness. Parental responsiveness did not moderate the relation between coaching and 

aggressiveness among girls. However among boys, and contrary to hypotheses, greater coaching 

was associated with less aggression only among boys whose mothers were less warm and 

unresponsive. 

Mounts (2002) also examined the impact of parenting style as moderating the relation 

between coaching and adjustment in adolescents. Mounts found that adolescents reported lower 

levels of deviant behavior (e.g., drug use) when their parents used authoritative compared to 

uninvolved parenting styles. The findings suggest that adolescents may be more responsive to 

parental involvement in their peer relationships if the style of parents’ involvement is warm and 

responsive rather than less warm and unresponsive. Thus, Mounts’ findings are consistent with 

the argument that coaching effectiveness depends on warmth and responsiveness, but 
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inconsistent with the findings from Mize and Pettit (1997). Overall, then, it is difficult to reach 

any conclusions about the possible moderating role of the relationship. 

In the present study, I determine if coaching strategies are linked to adjustment after 

controlling for relationship warmth. As others have found, I anticipate that coaching suggestions 

will be related to outcomes even after controlling for relationship warmth. Thus, I expect to 

observe that coaching ideas make a unique contribution to adjustment. I will also explore 

whether relationship warmth moderates the link between coaching strategies and adjustment for 

boys and girls. Because of the mixed and contrary results found in the past, this analysis is 

considered exploratory. 

In summary, mothers may coach more when they recognize that a child is especially 

vulnerable to adjustment difficulties, but not all mothers are equally accurate. Coaching is 

influenced by mothers’ own past experiences, by the value they place on social success, and 

perhaps also by their adolescent’s gender and parental climate.  

This study examines the impact of mothers’ coaching strategies around a circumstance 

that has been associated with many other peer difficulties with friends. As noted earlier, a 

proneness to jealousy is relates to feelings of low self-worth and can compromise the quality of a 

friendship (Lavallee & Parker, 2009; Parker et al., 2005). Given jealousy’s link with these 

friendship difficulties, it is arguably an important domain in which to examine mothers’ coaching 

effectiveness. I hypothesize more coaching ideas in jealous circumstances will predict less 

friendship jealousy, higher social self-esteem, and greater friendship closeness. These 

associations between coaching strategies and social adjustment are expected to appear over and 

above the contributions of relationship warmth. I also explore if the link between coaching 

suggestions and social adjustment is moderated by adolescents’ gender or relationship warmth. 
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The Importance of Interpersonal Reasoning 

Although coaching studies have started to address how and why mothers provide 

assistance to their children when peer-related difficulties surface in children’s lives, more 

information is needed to determine which factors enhance and promote parents’ coaching 

effectiveness. Specifically, the existing coaching literature has several gaps related to parents’ 

social cognitions about their children’s peer interactions and the process about how cognitions 

can foster better parental intervention. For example, despite the promising work on parents’ 

knowledge, beliefs, and past histories, there is still much to be learned about the social cognitive 

variables related to parenting techniques in the peer domain. It has not been established how 

parents interpret, reason through, and provide assistance when they are confronted with their 

child’s problem with a peer. 

One promising approach to investigating the social cognitive factors related to parents’ 

coaching techniques includes investigating how individuals understand and coordinate multiple 

perspectives within interpersonal dilemmas (Selman, 1980; Selman et al., 1986; Selman & 

Demorest, 1984, 1986). Influenced by theories of cognitive development and based on over 30 

years of research, Selman and his colleagues have posited a model of social cognitive 

development in the context of interpersonal problem solving (Selman, 1980; Selman et al., 1986; 

Selman & Schultz, 1990). Selman’s model describes a developmental sequence of qualitative 

changes in social perspective taking resulting in increasingly abstract, powerful, and flexible 

ways of thinking about social dilemmas and effective strategies for how to handle them.  

Selman’s development model was inspired by the structural-developmental approaches of 

Piaget (Inhelder, Piaget, Parsons, & Milgram, 1958; Piaget, 1932) and by Kohlberg’s (1969) 

stage theory of moral judgment. Both emphasize a stage-like progression of cognitive 
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understanding and restructuring of information in social interactions. Selman’s (1980) model 

also closely mirrors and is influenced by Mead’s (1934) social conceptual model in which the 

ability to engage in role taking is both at the core of social intelligence and is a source of a sense 

of self. To chart developmental changes, following Kohlberg (1969), Selman and colleagues use 

individuals’ open-ended responses to semi-structured prompts based on craft dilemmas (Brion-

Meisels & Selman, 1984; Selman, 1971; Selman, Schorin, Stone, & Phelps, 1983).  

According to Selman (1980), the strategies that individuals employ to resolve 

interpersonal conflict can be ordered hierarchically from very poor to very good. Better strategies 

integrate the points of view of the self and others and are powerful. Poorer strategies are one-

sided and often lack flexibility. The lowest developmental level of social perspective taking 

(Level 0) characterizes young children as egocentric thinkers. Individuals are unaware of the 

presence of others’ perspectives and may act impulsively when confronted with interpersonal 

dilemmas. As sophisticated perspective taking increases (Level 1), children gradually identify 

others’ perspectives as being separate from their own. However, children often have difficulty 

examining others’ views simultaneously and favor one perspective, often their own, over others. 

By early adolescence, individuals get better at simultaneously recognizing others’ points of view 

and imagining what their own perspective looks like from the viewpoints of others (Level 2). 

However, it is not until the period of adolescence and early adulthood that individuals develop 

mutuality in their relationships. As perspective taking grows, individuals begin to perceive their 

own and others’ perspectives from a third-person vantage point. Adolescents collaboratively 

develop goals when they think about and attempt to resolve their interpersonal disputes with 

others (Level 3). However, this final level is only attained by some individuals during 

adolescence, whereas others never reach it (Selman et al., 1986).  
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Selman and colleagues (Selman, 1980; Selman, et al., 1986; Selman & Schultz, 1990) 

also assume considerable individual variability exists at any given age. To assess these individual 

differences, Selman and colleagues created the Interpersonal Negotiation Strategies (INS) 

Interview (Schultz, Yeates, & Selman, 1989; Selman et al., 1986). The INS Interview consists of 

hypothetical vignettes depicting a protagonist that encounters interpersonal dilemmas with 

familiar and unfamiliar peers. After hearing each vignette, participants are asked open-ended 

questions to assess their capacity to coordinate multiple perspectives and reason about the 

dispute. To structure their responses and ensure the opportunity for thorough evaluation, 

respondents are prompted to define the problem, generate and select strategies and evaluate the 

outcome. Responses in these areas are used to classify individuals into one of the four 

overarching developmental levels outlined above 

Studies with the INS have found that important links exists between level of reasoning 

and social adjustment. In an observational study of adolescents ranging in age from 13 to 18, 

Leadbeater, Hellner, Allen, and Aber (1989) found that boys with lower interpersonal reasoning 

had greater involvement in problem behaviors (e.g., drug use, risky sexual activity, delinquent 

acts). Conversely, higher reasoning for both adolescent boys and girls was positively associated 

with better social problem solving skills. In another sample of adolescents, ranging in age from 

11 to 19, reasoning level predicted adolescents’ adaptive social functioning after controlling for 

the age and gender of the adolescents (Beardslee, Schultz, & Selman, 1987). Finally, in a sample 

of young adolescents ranging in age from 9 to 12, Yeates, Schultz, and Selman (1991) found that 

INS level was associated with higher teacher-reported interpersonal negotiation in actual conflict 

situations and greater peer acceptance. 
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Although not originally intended to investigate adults’ reasoning and resolution of 

interpersonal dilemmas, Selman’s (1980) developmental model has been applied to adult 

conflicts (e.g., Schultz & Selman, 1998; Selman et al., 1986; P. F. Weitzman, 2001; P. F. 

Weitzman & Weitzman, 2000). Modifying the INS interview, Weitzman and Weitzman (2001) 

coded adult women’s interpersonal negotiation strategy levels from open-ended interviews 

involving recent conflicts with coworkers, spouses, parents, and friends, Weitzman and 

Weitzman (2001) found that lower-level INS reasoning was associated with greater emotional 

distress over relationships. Women that reasoned poorly also had difficulty generating adaptive 

strategies to conflicts and were likely to become emotionally overwhelmed. Conversely, women 

that reasoned at higher-levels remained aware of their emotional states, clearly understood the 

context in which their dispute occurred, and maintained a greater social understanding as it 

related to the others’ behaviors. The authors argue that higher levels of reasoning positions 

women to effectively manage their interpersonal conflicts. 

Given Selman’s original work and the follow-up contributions provided by Weitzman 

and colleagues (E. A. Weitzman & Weitzman, 2014; P. F. Weitzman, 2001; P. F. Weitzman, 

Chee, & Levkoff, 1999; P. F. Weitzman & Weitzman, 2001), it would appear mothers that are 

able to understand and reason powerfully about their children’s behaviors should be positioned 

to more effectively provide assistance to their children about social disputes. Conversely, 

mothers who are unable to understand and reason powerfully may have difficulty providing help 

to their child. As such, I predict that mothers with better interpersonal reasoning will be mothers 

that provide more coaching strategies and have more socially successful children. 
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Parental Self-efficacy 

Parental self-efficacy may be a second factor that influences parents’ efforts to help their 

children through peer difficulties. Self-efficacy generally is the belief that one has the authority 

and capability to do a behavior or task (Bandura, 1977, 1982, 1989). Applied to the domain of 

parenting, self-efficacy refers to parents’ estimations of their competence in the parenting role, 

parents’ perceptions of their ability to have a positive impact on their children’s behavior, and 

parents’ beliefs that they have a legitimate right to intervene in their children’s lives (Bandura, 

1977; Coleman & Karraker, 1998; Grusec & Goodnow, 1994; T. L. Jones & Prinz, 2005). 

Parents with a high perceptions of self-efficacy are likely to be parents that create 

nurturing, healthy, and positive environments for their children (Coleman & Karraker, 1998). 

They adopt adaptive parenting behaviors and are responsive and nonpunitive when interacting 

with their children (Donovan & Leavitt, 1985). These parents experience greater parental warmth 

with offspring (Dumka, Stoerzinger, Jackson, & Roosa, 1996) and engage in positive and active 

parenting interactions with their children (Mash & Johnston, 1983a). When these parents are 

faced with difficult behavior from their children they face it optimistically and creatively utilize 

their parenting skills and environmental resources to address it (Donovan, Leavitt, & Walsh, 

1990; Elder, 1995). Indeed, children of parents with greater parenting self-efficacy indicate that 

their parents engage in more positive and effective parenting practices (Bogenschneider, Small, 

& Tsay, 1997). 

There is evidence that children benefit from parents that believe they have the ability to 

effectively influence their children’s behavior (Coleman & Karraker, 2000). Adolescents of 

parents with high parenting self-efficacy report better adjustment, fewer behavioral problems 

such as substance abuse and delinquency, and greater seeking out parents to confer about 
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personal problems (Bogenschneider, et al., 1997). In a review of the role of parenting self-

efficacy on child adjustment, Jones and Prinz (2005) found that parenting self-efficacy was both 

directly and indirectly related to children’s self-regulation, self-worth, and social interactions. 

Researchers have also found greater parenting self-efficacy to be negatively correlated to 

children’s anxiety (Hill & Bush, 2001) and positively associated with children’s self-efficacy 

(Ardelt & Eccles, 2001). Parents with high self-efficacy maintain more positive influences on 

their children’s social competence compared to parents that lack efficacy in their parenting role 

(Swick & Hassell, 1990). 

Conversely, when mothers feel they have little or no efficacy over their childrearing, their 

responses to children are harsh and punitive (Bugental, Lewis, Lin, Lyon, & Kopeikin, 1999). 

Parents with low parenting self-efficacy view their children as being difficult and 

unresponsiveness (Halpern, Anders, Garcia Coll, & Hua, 1994). In addition, low self-efficacy is 

linked to feelings of helplessness in parents (Donovan et al., 1990) and a greater likelihood to 

give up when faced with stressful parenting situations (Bandura, Barbaranelli, Caprara, & 

Pastorelli, 1996; Mash & Johnston, 1983b). Parents with low efficacy are also likely to be 

parents with more parental stress (Scheel & Rieckmann, 1998).  

Although parenting self-efficacy is generally lower among parents of adolescents than 

among parents of young children (Ballenski & Cook, 1982), it presumably is still salient as 

children achieve more autonomy during adolescence (Shumow & Lomax, 2002). Adolescents 

typically believe that their peer relationships and friendships fall outside of their parents’ reach 

and are a personal choice (Smetana & Asquith, 1994). However, some parents perceive 

jurisdiction in their children’s social interactions and expect success from their intervention. 

Mounts (2011) reported that parents who intervene and regulate their children’s peer 
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relationships are also parents with greater feelings of authority in their children’s social 

relationships. 

In summary, associations between parenting self-efficacy and positive parenting have 

been found. Given this, it is reasonable to propose that to effectively provide coach ideas 

regarding social difficulties to their children, mothers need to believe that they would be 

efficacious and capable of having an impact and they need to feel that they have legitimate 

authority in this domain. 

Relationship Security and Mothers’ Parenting Cognitions  

Attachment theory offers a useful framework for representing interpersonal schemas and 

cognitions that mothers hold about the self and others. According to attachment theory (Bowlby, 

1969, 1973, 1980), initial experiences with a caregiver create an internal working model through 

which individuals come to view the self and others and guide their interpersonal behavior. An 

individual that experiences early rejection from a caregiver constructs a working model of others 

as unreliable, threatening, and unpredictable (Bowlby, 1979). Conversely, individuals that 

experience early caregiver acceptance develop a working model of the self as worthy of support, 

and the expectation that others are reliable, comforting, and predictable (Bowlby, 1979). The 

internal working model an individual develops is assumed to be stable and increasingly resistant 

to change over time (Bowlby, 1980). In fact, recent empirical investigations have found that 

attachment styles are stable across the period of adulthood (Ravitz, Maunder, Hunter, Sthankiya, 

& Lancee, 2010).  

For over 30 years, attachment researchers have investigated how parents’ attachment 

styles relate to the quality of parent-child relationships and parenting (see J. D. Jones, Cassidy, & 

Shaver, 2015). Studies have found that lower levels of attachment-related security in 
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relationships is predictive of poor parental responsiveness and less support in parent-child 

relationships (Berlin et al., 2011; Edelstein et al., 2004; Mills-Koonce et al., 2011). For example, 

Selcuk and colleagues (2010) found that lower relationship security is associated with mothers’ 

insensitivity and missing young children’s signals of discomfort and distress. In a study of 

parent-child conflict management, La Valley and Guerrero (2012) similarly found that lower 

levels of parents’ relationship security was related to impoverished resolution styles, whereas 

compromising, collaborative styles of conflict management were linked to higher levels of 

security. Feeney (2006) also found that greater relationship security related to more constructive 

parental conflict management, whereas lower relationship security was linked to children’s 

perceptions that their parents were poor problem solvers during parent-child disputes (Feeney, 

2006). 

The security felt in a relationship is also predictive of how parents perceive themselves in  

a parenting role (Mikulincer & Florian, 1998), the parent-child relationship (Berlin et al., 2011), 

and family responsibilities (Kohn et al., 2012). Parents who have more secure views of 

relationships have more positive outlooks about parenthood (Berant, Mikulincer, & Florian, 

2001; Vasquez, Durik, & Hyde, 2002). Conversely, parents with less secure views of 

relationships hold more negative outlooks about parenthood and  view their children as more 

likely to be negatively adjusted (Lench, Quas, & Edelstein, 2006). Parents with less relationship 

security also report less responsiveness, less supportiveness, less relationship closeness, and 

more intrusiveness during parent-child interactions (Edelstein et al., 2004; Rholes, Simpson, & 

Blakely, 1995).  

Parenthood is undeniably an experience rich with emotion. Well-documented links in the 

attachment literature have been found between parents’ attachment styles and the emotions they 
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experience. The amount of stress experienced in parenting (Rholes, Simpson, & Friedman, 

2006), the distress that appears after separating from children (Mayseless & Scher, 2000), and 

the dissatisfaction or hostility felt toward children (Scher & Dror, 2003) have all been linked to 

parents’ attachment styles. Of particular interest to the current study, the less security that parents 

feel in their relationships, the more difficult it is for them to recall emotion-laden information 

(Fraley, Garner, & Shaver, 2000). In addition, parents with less relationship security are less 

aware of their own emotions and have difficulty recalling emotional experiences (Mallinckrodt 

& Wei, 2005). 

While the work on how relationship security relates to parents’ emotions continues to 

expand, more work is needed regarding how secure versus insecure parents recognize and think 

about their children’s emotions. Attachment researchers argue that a defining feature of the 

security felt in caregiver-child relationships is the ease of communication about negative 

emotions (Bowlby, 1980; Etzion-Carasso & Oppenheim, 2000). Comfort when discussing 

negative emotions presumably helps parents talk to their children and recognize their children’s 

signals of distress. In fact, parents with higher relationship security are more responsive and 

aware of their children’s signals of sadness and fear compared to parents lacking in security 

(DeOliveira, Moran, & Pederson, 2005). Being at ease when communicating about negative or 

mixed emotions should help parents when they talk to their children to find out more about peer-

related difficulties, including disputes involving jealousy. 

Attachment theory also makes predictions about how parental relationship security 

influences interpersonal functioning and reasoning (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991). Bowlby 

(1973) proposed that the internal working model someone has is linked to how they gather and 

interpret the thoughts and behaviors of others. This premise has been supported in later empirical 
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work insofar as individuals with more relationship security have been shown to be more likely to 

identify and process social information in a positive manner (Dykas & Cassidy, 2011). 

Conversely, individuals with less relationship security are more likely to interpret and reflect 

upon social information in a less favorable light (Dykas & Cassidy, 2011). In processing social 

information, attachment-related schemas take into account the expectations and attitudes about 

the responsiveness and dependability of others (Ainsworth, 1989). When interpersonal problems 

arise, possessing less relationship security should impede the ability to classify, strategize, and 

collaborate. A large body of evidence supports the claim that adults with less relationship 

security have difficulty processing and resolving interpersonal conflicts (e.g., Cohn, Silver, 

Cowan, Cowan, & Pearson, 1992; Kobak, Cole, Ferenz-Gillies, Fleming, & Gamble, 1993; 

Kobak & Hazan, 1991). Adults that consistently view attachment figures as rejecting and 

unresponsive lack the ability to positively and adaptively generate strategies when facing conflict 

with important others (Corcoran & Mallinckrodt, 2000). These adults also tend to respond with 

anger and frustration during problem-solving episodes (Kobak et al., 1993).  

In addition, Davila and Hammen (1996) found the less security women felt in their 

relationships the more impairment they experienced when reasoning about their interpersonal 

difficulties—specifically, impoverished problem identification, strategy generation, and 

consequential thinking. Following Selman and colleagues, these authors used hypothetical 

dilemmas with structured open-ended prompts to code the levels of interpersonal reasoning of 

women concerning peer relationships in personal and work domains. The association between 

interpersonal reasoning and relationship security was mediated by global self-worth, insofar as 

lower relationship security associated with poorer interpersonal reasoning through low self-

worth. Although the findings suggested that relationship security is related to an individual’s 
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own interpersonal reasoning about peer issues (Davila & Hammen, 1996), the study did not 

directly examine if security related to reasoning about the peer difficulties of someone else. 

Presumably, relationship security also relates to mothers’ ability to reason about their children’s 

interpersonal disputes with peers.  

With regard to possible links between security and feelings of parental efficacy, Lovejoy, 

Verda, and Hays (1997) found that mothers’ of young children with more relationship security 

also had higher parenting-self efficacy. Likewise, Caldwell, Shaver, and Minzenberg (2011) 

found that higher relationship security negatively predicted higher parental self-efficacy in a 

sample of at-risk mothers with children under the age of 18. Other researchers have studied first-

time mothers (Kohlhoff & Barnett, 2013) and mothers of young infants (Berant et al., 2001). 

These studies also show that lower relationship security is related to lower parental self-efficacy, 

whereas greater relationship security is linked with more parenting self-efficacy. 

In summary, the security mothers feel in their relationships may predict both parenting 

self-efficacy and interpersonal reasoning. When mothers feel more security in their relationships 

they should also feel authority over and expect success in helping with their children’s social 

relationships. In addition, parents with more security in their relationships may be better 

equipped to understand the emotions and motives of their children and children’s social partners. 

Accordingly, I hypothesize that more security felt in relationships will predict more 

sophistication in mothers interpersonal reasoning around their young adolescent’s peer-related 

difficulties.  

Present Study and Hypotheses 

The first aim is to explore how mothers’ constructive strategies are related to their 

children’s social adjustment. The broader warmth of the mother-child relationship also predicts 
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social adjustment, thus maternal suggestions’ influence on adjustment will be examined over and 

above the contribution of relationship warmth. I also investigate whether the warmth of the 

mother-child relationships moderates the association between mothers’ strategies and 

adolescents’ social adjustment. Additionally, I examine whether mothers’ suggestion frequency 

differs with their sons versus daughters and whether gender moderates the link between mothers’ 

coaching ideas and adolescents’ social adjustment. Existing literature is limited and inconsistent 

on these two points. In this study, mothers’ constructive strategies are captured in response to 

situations involving friendship jealousy. Friendship jealousy is related to several maladaptive 

behaviors and negative social adjustment outcomes. Specifically, I explore whether more 

suggestions are related to adolescents’ friendship jealousy and to two other variables linked with 

jealousy, best friendship closeness and social self-esteem. Mother-child relationship warmth and 

gender are also explored as moderating the association between mothers’ coaching strategies and 

adolescents’ social adjustment as exploratory analyses. 

The second aim is to investigate two factors that may explain why some mothers provide 

behavioral strategies to their children in peer-related challenges whereas others do not. The 

existing coaching literature has gaps concerning how parents’ social cognition of peer 

relationships and can foster more maternal suggestions. This study investigates the impact of 

interpersonal reasoning on mothers’ constructive strategies as one approach. The second factor is 

maternal efficacy surrounding their adolescents’ social relationships. Studies report associations 

between parenting self-efficacy and parenting behaviors. This study investigates if maternal 

suggestions are related to mothers’ feelings that they are capable of having an impact and have 

legitimate authority in their child’s peer domain. 
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The third aim of this study is to explore an antecedent to mothers’ interpersonal reasoning 

ability and their parenting self-efficacy, namely, mothers’ security in their own relationships. 

Previous studies demonstrate that relationship security predicts adult women’s reasoning related 

to their own relationship difficulties, but do not establish whether their relationship security also 

predicts their reasoning about their children’s social dilemmas. Studies also show relationship 

security is related to parents’ feeling of self-efficacy across various parenting domains.  

Hypotheses 

1. More maternal suggestions will predict less jealousy, higher social self-esteem, and better 

friendship closeness in adolescents, over and above the contribution of mother-child 

relationship warmth. 

2. More sophisticated interpersonal reasoning will predict more constructive strategies.  

3. Mothers that feel greater perceptions of parenting self-efficacy in their adolescents’ peer 

relationships will generate more maternal suggestions.  

4. Greater relationship security will predict more sophisticated interpersonal reasoning as 

well as greater perceptions parenting self-efficacy in adolescents’ peer relationships. 

In addition, analyses will examine if the warmth of the mother-child relationship as well 

as the gender of the young adolescent moderate the link between the strategies mothers generate 

and young adolescents’ social adjustment outcomes. These analyses will be considered 

exploratory as contrary and mixed findings have been found in previous literature. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Participants and Recruitment 

Participants were 71 mother-child dyads, including the mothers of 39 young adolescent 

girls and 32 young adolescent boys. Mothers ranged in age from 29 to 55 years (M = 42.6, SD = 

5.40). One Native American mother’s child was Caucasian and one African-American mother’s 

child was mixed-race, otherwise, all mothers were the same race as their young adolescent. 

Young adolescents ranged in age from 10 years to 15 years (M = 12.3 years; SD = 1.30). 

Consistent with the larger county, 55 (77%) of the participating young adolescents were 

Caucasian, 12 (17%) Africa-American, 2 (3%) Hispanic-American, and 2 (3%) Asian-American, 

other, or mixed race.  

All mothers were the primary caretakers of the young adolescent, and, in instances of 

divorce, were the young adolescent’s legal guardian. Sixty three mothers (89%) indicated that 

they were currently married, four (6%) had never married, three (4%) were divorced and not 

remarried, and one (1%) was widowed and not remarried. Subjects’ household size ranged from 

three to nine individuals, including parents, and according to census data, families varied in 

socioeconomic status from lower class to upper-middle class. One mother did not finish high 

school, 32 (44%) were high school graduates with limited or none community college 

experience, 21 (29%) graduated from a four-year college or a university, and 18 (25%) had either 

a graduate or advanced professional degree. 

Mothers were recruited as part of a larger, observational project investigating the family 

correlates of young adolescent friendship adjustment. The telephone numbers, names, and 
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addresses of 1738 families were obtained from a service that specialized in the collection of 

census data. The families represented all families in the census data within a single county with 

young adolescents in the target age range. The county consisted of largely rural or small 

communities located in the southern United States, and also contained a city of approximately 

200,000 residents. A smaller sample of 760 potential families was randomly selected from this 

comprehensive pool of potential families and mailed a recruitment letter that outlined the study 

and invited their participation. Six hundred and sixty-three families that were mailed information 

on the study were subsequently telephoned during the three months following the mass mailing 

to ascertain their eligibility and interest. Families were required to have a young adolescent in the 

target age range with at least one sibling within five years of age to be eligible for the larger 

study. Of the participating young adolescents, 29 (41%) were first-borns, 23 (33%) were second 

borns, 13 (18%) were third borns, and 6 (8%) had three to five older siblings. Of the 665 families 

that were telephoned, 383 (58%) were not reached due to outdated or incorrect contact 

information or were never contacted by phone despite several call back attempts. A further 192 

(28%) were contacted, but were ineligible or declined to participate in the study. Of the 

remaining 90 (14%) eligible and willing families, a sample of 72 was scheduled and tested in a 

timely manner. One family had incomplete data for technical reasons and was not used in 

analyses, resulting in a final sample of 71. 

Procedure 

As part of the larger, observational project, mother-adolescent dyads were contacted by 

phone to schedule a 3-hour assessment in an on-campus lab. Upon arrival, trained graduate 

students, undergraduate students, and project staff introduced young adolescents and their 

mothers to the facilities and procedures. After securing informed consent, subjects were escorted 
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to separate rooms for individual testing. This testing lasted approximately one hour. During 

individual testing, young adolescents and their mothers were administered a battery of paper-

and-pencil questionnaires and interviews, including all the measures used in the present 

investigation. Following testing, the dyads were reunited for a 2-hour sequence of interactive 

activities that were not utilized in this investigation. Young adolescents received $25 and 

mothers received $75 for their participation in the larger, observational study. 

Stimulus Materials and Measures 

 Vignettes. Mothers’ interpersonal reasoning, feelings of efficacy, and dispositions to 

provide behavioral and emotional suggestions to their children were assessed from their open-

ended responses to two of three possible structured vignettes featuring their child as the 

protagonist in a hypothetical dispute involving two other fictitious children of the same age and 

gender. The three possible stimulus vignettes presented distinct but realistic social circumstances 

that resulted in friendship jealousy on the part of either the mother’s child or another child who is 

described as a long-standing friend of the mother’s child. The second hypothetical child in every 

instant acted as the rival or interloper at the source of the confrontation.  

Events in the vignettes led to an aggressive confrontation between the child and one of 

the two others. In particular, in one vignette the child is expecting to accompany the best friend 

and his or her family on a ski vacation but learns that the second child is going so instead. In 

retaliation, the mother’s child goes into the friend’s book bag and dumps the contents into the 

trash.  

In the second vignette, the child’s plan for a birthday party surprise for the best friend are 

ruined when the interloper pre-empts them by throwing the best friend a more lavish and exotic 
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party. The target child confronts the best friend and subsequently throws a cup of water on him 

or her in the students’ homeroom.  

Finally, in the third vignette, the target child becomes closer to a third child when that 

child confides that his or her family is moving far away and he or she is stressed and depressed 

and needs someone to talk with. The longstanding best friend, who is very popular in the peer 

group, gets upset and embarrasses the target child by tripping him or her in the cafeteria. The 

target child retaliates by damaging the interloper’s expensive coat.  

Although the circumstances and behaviors of all three individuals in the vignettes are 

unambiguous, their motives, feelings, understanding, and intentions are not expressly stated to 

permit assessment of mothers’ interpretation and understanding of these. To assist them with 

following the characters and events and to lessen the memory load, mothers were presented with 

a diagram of circles that included the name of their child and the two fictitious children. As they 

read the story aloud to the mother, experimenters pointed to the circles signifying the 

corresponding characters. 

The three, lengthy vignettes appear in Appendix A and all three have a common global 

structure and were of generally similar length. An initial portion of each vignette establishes the 

premise of the dispute and the characters. For example, for the vignette involving the vacation, 

this segment read: 

“Imagine your child, has a best friend named Jamie. (Child) and Jamie have gone 

on a weekend skiing trip with Jamie’s family every winter for the last five years. The two 

of them are both becoming good skiers and have always looked forward to this trip as a 

way to relax before going back to school after the Holiday Break. The best part is that all 

the expenses are paid by Jamie’s family. Last year, Jamie and (Child) had a lot of fun and 
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(Child) can't wait to go again this year. However, one night Jamie calls (Child) and says 

that he is really sorry but he can't take (Child) skiing this year because his parents have 

invited his cousin instead. (Child) is disappointed, but he understands why Jamie can't 

bring him this year. 

A few days later, (Child) hears that that the cousin broke his leg and can’t go. 

(Child) calls Jamie but Jamie doesn’t say anything about the trip and when (Child) asks, 

Jamie just shrugs it off and says his parents won’t tell him anything. 

One day just before Holiday Break, (Child) is out shopping. He walks into a 

sports store, and spots another boy from school named Kelly trying on a ski jacket and 

goggles. Kelly and Jamie’s fathers work together. (Child) goes over to him to be friendly 

and asks about the ski equipment he is buying.  Kelly says he needs new stuff because he 

is going on a ski trip with Jamie. He says ‘Jamie’s cousin was supposed to go, but he 

broke his leg. So I guess Jamie thought it’d be great if I went instead. Didn't he tell you?’ 

 After presenting the premise segment, experimenters paused to ask the mothers a series 

of seven open-ended questions to solicit her interpretation and understanding (see Appendix B).  

These questions in order were: 

1. What’s the problem here? Any why are these/is this a problem(s)? 

2. What is (Child) feeling? Some people might think that is a little out of line or 

unnecessary. Do you feel s/he has the right to feel that way? Has s/he overreacted? 

Why? Is there anything else s/he could be feeling? Are there any other reasons you 

can think of why s/he would feel that way? 

3. (Friend)’s behavior is very puzzling here. Is there any way to understand it? Do you 

feel (Friend) has the right to feel/act that way? Why? Is there anything else (Friend) 
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could be feeling? Are there any other reasons you could think of why s/he would feel 

that way? 

4. How about (Interloper)? How can you explain their behavior here? Do you feel 

(Interloper) has the right to feel/act that way? Why? Is there anything else (Interloper) 

could be feeling? Are there any other reasons you could think of why he would feel 

that way? 

5. If we were just brainstorming and you were faced with this problem with (Child), 

what are all the things you can think of that (Child) can do to solve this problem, if 

any? [After each] How would that solve the problem? Is there any way that could go 

wrong?  

6. What would be the best thing to do?  

7. What would be the worst thing for (Child) to do? 

Experimenters then continued to the last portion of the vignette, the parental provocation.  

In this segment, the mother is asked to imagine that the events of the vignette have come to her 

attention because the events in the scenario escalated further to the point where the behavior of 

her child or one of the others came to the attention of school authorities, who deemed them 

inappropriate and contacted her. This segment was designed to permit assessment of the 

mothers’ likely behavioral responses, her expectancies of success, and her attitudes and 

attributions toward the events and their children. For example, the vignette featuring the vacation 

disappointment concluded: 

“The next day you receive a call from (Child)’s homeroom teacher. He tells you that 

another student saw (Child) go into Jamie’s book bag when everyone else was in the 

library and dump almost everything in it in the trash.” 
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After presenting the provocation, experimenters again prompted mothers with a series of 

open-ended questions (see Appendix B).  Specifically: 

1. What do you think parents can do in these types of situations? Is this the type of 

situation that parents can help with or is it out of parents’ control? What would you 

do if this happened to your child? 

2. What would you do if this really happened and you received a call from the 

homeroom teacher telling you that (Child) dumped Jamie’s book bag? What would 

your immediate reaction be? Is there any more information you need to determine 

how you would react? What would you do and say, if anything, about the situation 

when you saw (Child) next? Why do you think you would react like that?  How could 

that be helpful? How could it hurt? What else would you do?  What kind of 

punishment does (Child) deserve? Why? 

Most mothers received two of the three vignettes. Due to technical difficulties, one 

mother received only one. Vignettes were randomly counterbalanced such that the vignettes were 

assigned randomly to individual mothers and in random order but the vignettes were assigned 

with equal frequency across the sample of mothers. Presentation and questioning took mothers 

approximately 10 minutes per vignette to complete. The interviews were conducted and 

audiotaped by the author and trained research assistants. 

Mothers’ Relationship Security.  Mother’s attachment security was assessed using a 

subscale from the Relationship Questionnaire (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991). In the larger 

scale, respondents are presented with four short sketches of possible ways individuals may view 

personal relationships and asked to rate the extent to which they identify with each on a 7-point 

continuum. This rating ranged from 1 (absolutely not at all like me) to 7 (absolutely like me). 
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The four items were designed to correspond to the four theoretical profiles thought to 

characterize the significant profiles in adults’ orientations to others. Given the focus of this 

study, various forms of insecurity were not of interest. Instead, interest was primarily in 

distinguishing the extent to which respondents had an open, flexible, and non-defensive 

orientation to social relationships. Thus, only the security item was used in analyses. This item 

read: “It is easy for me to become emotionally close to others. I am comfortable depending on 

them and having them depend on me. I don't worry about being alone or having others not accept 

me” (Appendix F). 

Relationship warmth. The warmth of the mother-child relationship was assessed using 

five items developed by Lamborn, Mounts, Steinberg, and Dornbusch (1991). These items tap 

children’s perceptions of their mothers as being warm, responsive, and involved in parenting 

them (e.g., “I can count on her to help me out if I have some kind of problem” and “She spends 

time just talking with me”). To maintain consistency with other measures in the battery, the 

original response format was altered from having participants select true or false to a three-item 

scale ranging from “Not at all” (1) to “Really true” (3). Internal consistency for this five-item 

scale was α = .74 (Appendix G). 

Friendship jealousy. To assess how jealous they were over their best friend, young 

adolescents were given six items (Appendix H). Items included “I think my best friend may like 

other friends better than me” and “I’m worried that my best friend hands out with other people 

and doesn’t tell me or invite me.” Young adolescents were asked to read each item and indicate 

how often it was true of them on a 5-point scale ranging from “Never” (1) to “All the time” (5). 

Jealousy scores were computed by averaging responses across all 6 items. Internal consistency 

was high, alpha = .84. 
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Friendship closeness. Young adolescents were asked to report on the closeness they 

typically experienced within their best same-sex friendship using items from the Friendship 

Quality Questionnaire (FQQ; Parker & Asher, 1993). The original FQQ consists of 41 items 

designed to assess young adolescents’ perceived best friendship along six dimensions: conflict 

and five dimensions of closeness (help and guidance, personal validation and caring, intimate 

disclosure, companionship and recreation, and conflict resolution). Using a continuous scale 

ranging from 0 (not at all true) to 4 (really true), subjects were asked to indicate whether each 

item was accurate for their best friendship. Sample items included “We care about each other’s 

feelings” and “We make each other feel important and special.” Due to time constraints in the 

present study, only 10 of the original 38 closeness items were retained by selecting the 5-item 

help and guidance domain and the 5-item personal validation and caring domain. These 10 items 

were averaged to yield a single score of friendship closeness (Appendix H), and had a high 

internal consistency, alpha = .90. 

Social self-esteem. Young adolescents’ social self-worth was examined by combining 

items from the group acceptance (4 items) and the friendship (5 items) subscales of the Self 

Perception Profile for Adolescents (SPPA; Harter, 1988). To reduce confusion and maintain 

consistency with other questionnaires in the battery, the SPPA response format was altered 

slightly from the original in the present study. Whereas the original SPPA measure required 

subjects to review contrasting positive and negative statements and indicate which each of the 

polar choices characterized themselves, in the present study, one choice from each of the polar 

pair of choices was presented as a declarative statement (e.g., “I have a close friend I can share a 

secret with” and “I am able to make really close friends”). Subjects rated how well each 
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statement described them on a four point scale ranging from “Not at all like me” (1) to “Really 

like me” (4) (Appendix H).  Internal consistency was α = .77. 

Mothers’ Interpersonal Reasoning, Efficacy, and Strategies Scoring 

Mother’s responses to the vignettes were transcribed verbatim and these transcripts and 

the videotapes of the sessions were used to score mothers for level of interpersonal reasoning, 

sense of efficacy surrounding the confrontation their child experienced in the hypothetical 

vignette, and spontaneous explicit references to strategies they would provide to their child 

through this or similar peer difficulties. Separate teams of trained coders, blind to the focus of 

coding by the other teams, coded each domain (i.e., reasoning, efficacy, strategies) to ensure that 

judgments in each domain were independent. In addition, coders were kept blind to hypotheses 

of the study and to all other data on the participants. Each team of coders was provided a detailed 

training manual that included explicit definitions of the codes, sample transcripts and examples, 

and coding rules of thumb for resolving ambiguities. Before formal coding, coders coded pilot 

interviews and discussed their coding with a master coder.   

Formal coding did not begin until the individuals and the team of coders as a whole 

reached criterion performance in terms of inter-rater reliability and conformity with the master 

coder. After formal coding of the actual interviews began, intermittent checks were introduced to 

assess and correct possible coder drift as necessary. Coders on a team were randomly assigned to 

code specific interviews and at least two coders were assigned to code each interview. Within an 

interview, coders scored each of the two vignettes separately, and scores for the separate 

vignettes were later combined by averaging to yield a single score for each coder. Before 

assigning scores, coders listened once to the entire session to lessen the memory load, become 

accustomed to the mother’s speaking style and idioms, and to ensure that the full context of a 
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statement made by the mother was evident (i.e., to ensure that a connection to an earlier thought 

or statement was apparent and avoid interpreting it to too narrowly or incorrectly). Reliabilities 

over coders for specific codes are reported below. 

Level of Interpersonal Reasoning.  The sophistication of mothers’ reasoning 

surrounding jealous conflicts was represented from coders’ judgments of her open-ended 

responses to the seven prompts that followed the introduction of the premise in the initial portion 

of the vignettes. Specifically, following Selman (1980) and Schultz et al. (1989), four coders 

considered mothers’ responses to the questions concerning how best to characterize the problem 

the child faced, what the child, the friend, and the interloper might be feeling, and how to resolve 

the dispute. For each of the seven prompts, coders assigned one of Selman’s four levels of 

sophistication to the mother’s responses, as follows: 

Mothers were given a score of 0 if the response reflected a lack of consideration for the 

multiple perspectives involved. Responses at this level showed an apparent neglect of the 

motives and feelings of the parties involved, apart from superficial references to what might 

happen next. Examples at this level include: “I don’t see a problem” or “He (the Interloper) 

should get a different friend.” Responses that consisted of global, diffuse, passive, unworkable, 

wishful, and superficial suggestions (e.g., “there is nothing he can do,” “it happens”, “just ignore 

them”) when they were not accompanied by evidence of any insight into the problem or 

individual, were scored at this level. 

Mothers were given a level of 1 for responses that demonstrated some insight into the 

problem and some connection between the problem and recommendations to the child but were 

otherwise singularly concerned with only one party’s perspective on the issue (typically the 

mother’s own child’s). Consideration of multiple perspectives could be scored as a 1 if the 
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mother mentioned these but did not make connections between these multiple perspectives and 

the actions of the characters or did not recognize complex or conflicting feelings that may be 

behind confusing behavior. Solutions offered at Level 1 were simplistic and resolved it by 

skirting the core issues.   

Mothers were given a score of 2 for responses that recognized competing motives and 

perspectives in the various actors and a concern for fairness for all. However, at Level 2 insights 

into the various characters and their motives and options were not well coordinated. Responses 

that did not address how the actors could reach a mutually satisfying agreement were also coded 

as level 2. 

Finally, mothers were scored as Level 3 when their responses reflected not only mutual 

recognition and understanding and the desire for all actors to work together to solve the problem, 

but also respect for each child’s concerns and evidence that the mother could envision a way for 

the children to collaborate to solve the issue and move forward successfully and in ways that 

would minimize later difficulty and resentment.  

The complete scoring of mother’s interpersonal reasoning sophistication is outlined in 

Appendix C. Because mothers’ responses to each of the seven prompts were not independent 

(i.e., answers to one prompt often served as the necessary basis for answers to a later one), 

coders’ scoring of each separate prompt were summed across prompts to yield an overall score 

for each coder. Following Brennan (1992), reliability across coders was assessed using an inter-

class correlation with appropriate modification to account for the fact that the design was not 

fully crossed (i.e., sets of coders coded only partially overlapping sets of mothers; Alkharusi, 

2012). Inter-rater reliability was .88, .88, and .91 for the ski trip, birthday surprise, and big move 
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vignettes, respectively. Accordingly, the coders’ judgments of the mothers’ responses were 

averaged into a composite score for each vignette.  

Parenting self-efficacy. Mothers’ sense of efficacy surrounding her child’s peer 

difficulty was scored primarily from her responses to the prompts “What do you think parents 

can do in these types of situations?”, “Is this the type of situation that parents can help with or is 

it out of parents’ control?”, and “What would YOU do if this happened to your child?” following 

the complete presentation of the vignette, including the introduction of the information on the 

escalation of the problem to the point of school intervention. Although the three coders that 

scored this construct focused primarily on the mothers’ responses to these three questions, coders 

were also encouraged to use pertinent maternal responses to other part of the interview to make 

their judgments. Coders rendered a single comprehensive rating of each mother using a five-

point scale (see Appendix D). 

A score of (4) was assigned to responses that were optimistic and indicated responsibility 

for intervening (e.g. “I’d make sure to help my son in these types of situations because this is 

something I can help my child with”. A score of 3 was given to mothers that expressed some 

explicit or implied responsibility or reference to authority in their child’s peer domain but some 

reservation was present. A score of 2 was assigned when mothers professed to some influence 

over their children’s peer relationship problems but also the attitude that often problems like this 

are outside the control of themselves and other parents. Mothers who expressed only skepticism 

concerning their ability or responsibility to help with the problem were scored as 1. Lastly, 

mothers that expressed an unwillingness to be involved and the belief that their involvement 

would be ineffectual, counterproductive, or unwarranted were scored as 0.  The inter-class 

correlations of reliability across coders for these ratings were .89, .75, and .82 for the ski trip, 
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birthday surprise, and big move vignettes, respectively. Accordingly, for each subject, the two 

coders were averaged to yield a final score for use in subsequent analyses. 

Maternal suggestions. The extent to which mothers’ produced constructive strategies for 

their child as a solution to the friendship dilemmas was scored by tallying the instances of 

behavioral or emotion suggestions offered during the interview to the prompts at the end asking 

them what they would do or say to their child (Appendix E). Behavioral coaching ideas were 

defined as efforts to assist the child in clarifying their behavioral goals; clarifying the intent, 

motives, and attributions of their child or child’s peers in the circumstance; helping the child 

devise possible actions including references to specific things the child might say or do. Emotion 

coaching ideas were defined as clarifying and labeling the emotions of the characters in the 

vignette including the child’s feelings. By focusing on mothers’ responses to the interview 

prompts as though their young adolescents were engaged in a social dispute, two coders counted 

the number of distinct references to acts of maternal suggestions in mothers’ answers (see 

Appendix E). Inter-rater reliability for these counts was .89, .93, and .97 for the ski trip, birthday 

surprise, and big move vignettes, respectively. Accordingly, mothers’ scores were averaged to 

yield a final score for analyses. 
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RESULTS 

Preliminary Analyses 

Appendix I provides the means and standard deviations for all variables included in this 

study as well as their intercorrelations.   

Because each mother received a pair of vignettes from a pool of three vignettes, 

preliminary analyses were conducted to examine the consistency of maternal responses and 

reasoning across vignettes. Specifically, following Narayanan, Greco, and Campbell (2010) and 

Brennan (1992), a generalizability study was conducted to determine whether mothers were 

consistent in their reasoning level, feelings of efficacy, and proclivity to provide suggestions 

across vignettes. These analyses made adjustments for the uncrossed and nested nature of the 

study created by randomly presenting mothers with two of the three possible vignettes 

counterbalanced by order and frequency of use.  

Results indicated that generalizability from vignette to vignette was .96 for reasoning 

level, .85 for feelings of efficacy, and .71 for maternal strategies. Mothers, then, appeared to 

have a consistent approach to their reasoning, feelings of efficacy, and suggestions in the various 

situations portrayed in the vignettes. To simplify analyses, then, mothers’ reasoning, feelings of 

efficacy, and strategies for the separate vignettes were combined by averaging before subsequent 

analyses. 

Maternal Suggestions and Adolescent Social Adjustment 

Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations for the social adjustment outcome 

variables for boys and girls along with the results of t-tests for gender differences. Consistent 
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with past research, boys reported significantly less social self-esteem and friendship closeness 

compared to girls. Boys did not report less jealousy than girls however (see Table 1). Consistent 

with past research, young adolescents’ social self-esteem was negatively related to friendship 

jealousy (r = -.29, p = .01) and positively related to the closeness of best friendships (r = .43, p = 

.01). Contrary to past research (Parker et al., 2010), however, greater friendship jealousy was not 

associated with lower friendship closeness (r = .20, p = .09). Mothers’ level of education (r’s -

.01 to .6 and p’s .60 to .99) and the size of the family household (r’s -.18 to .01 and p’s .12 to 

.93) did not significantly correlate with friendship jealousy, social self-esteem, or friendship 

closeness. Adolescents who were born earlier in the birth order had greater social self-esteem 

than later borns (r = -.30, p = .01) but not were not more jealous and did not have less close 

friendships (r’s -.17 to .14 and p’s .14 to .25, respectively). Older mothers had young adolescents 

who were less jealous (r = -.29, p = .02) and had better social self-esteem (r = .25, p = .04), but 

not closer friendships (r = .06, p = .65). Younger adolescents had more close friendships than 

older ones (r = -.23, p = .05) but adolescent age was otherwise unrelated to social self-esteem or 

friendship jealousy (r’s from -.07 to -.15 and p’s from .21 to .55). 

Table 1 

 

Summary of Means and t-test Results Comparing Boys and Girls for Social Adjustment 

 Overall (N=71)     Boys (n=32)  Girls (n=39)  t(69) 

Variables M SD  M SD  M SD  

 1. Friendship Jealousy 1.92 .81  1.75 .62  2.05 .93  1.58 

2. Social Self-Esteem 3.39 .48  3.24 .48  3.50 .44  -2.37
*
 

3. Friendship Closeness 3.75 .86  3.20 .78  4.21 .63  -6.05
***

 

Note. ***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05 

 

To test the hypothesis that maternal strategies predict better social adjustment outcomes, 

three parallel hierarchical linear regressions were conducted. The child’s gender was entered at 

Step 1 in these regressions. In Step 2, relationship warmth was entered. Strategies were entered 
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in Step 3 followed by the two-way interactions among gender, strategies, and relationship 

warmth in Step 4. Finally, the three-way interaction of gender, strategies, and relationship 

warmth was entered in Step 5. 

Table 2 displays the results of this analysis for friendship jealousy. Adolescent gender 

and relationship warmth were not significant predictors of friendship jealousy. Mothers who 

provided more suggestions did not necessarily have children with less friendship jealousy. 

However, there was a significant two-way interaction between maternal strategies and the 

warmth of the mother-child relationship. The remaining interactions were not significant.  

Table 2 

Results of Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting Jealousy from Mothers’ 

Strategies  

 

Step/Variable b β t sig. ΔR
2
   

Step 1:      

     Child Gender -.30 -.19 -1.58 .12 .04 

Step 2:      

     Relationship Warmth -.36 -.17 -1.44 .15 .03 

Step 3:      

     Maternal Strategies .06 .09 .75 .46 .01 

Step 4: 

  

 

  
     Gender x Strategies .01 .01 .08 .94  

     Gender x Relationship Warmth .44 .10 .89 .38  

     Strategies x Relationship Warmth -.44 -.25 -2.15 .04 0.07 

Step 5:      

    Gender x Strategies x Relationship Warmth .28 .08 .65 .52 .01 

Note. *p < .05; N = 71 

 

Figure 2 presents the significant two-way interaction between mother-child warmth and 

maternal suggestions about jealousy. The link between mothers’ strategies and jealousy is 

represented for three contrasting levels of relationship warmth. As shown, coaching ideas were 

related to less jealousy in the context of mother-child relationships of high warmth (b = -.37, t = -
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1.72, p = .08). Maternal strategies were unrelated to jealousy in the context of mother-child 

relationships of average warmth (b = .07, t = .92, p = .38). More strategies, however, was 

associated with increased jealousy in relationships characterized by relatively low warmth (b = 

.51, t = 2.31, p = .02).  

 

Figure 2. Relation of maternal strategies to friendship jealousy for young adolescents in high-, 

average-, and low-warmth mother-child relationships. 

Table 3 reports the results of the regressions for social self-esteem. Girls and young 

adolescents in homes with greater warmth between the mother and adolescent had higher self-

esteem than boys or children in less close relationships. Mothers’ strategies, though, was not 

directly associated with higher self-esteem. However, a significant two-way interaction between 

maternal suggestions and mother-child relationship warmth was present. The remaining two- and 

three-way interactions were not significant. 

Figure 3 displays the link between constructive strategies and social self-esteem for 

children in high-, average-, and low-warmth mother-child relationships. As shown, maternal 
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strategies related to better outcomes in pairs where the relationship warmth was high (b = .23, t = 

2.11, p = .03). Mothers’ suggestions were unrelated when relationships were average on warmth 

(b = -.07, t = 1.63, p = .10). However, greater maternal strategies associated with lower social 

self-esteem when relationship were low on warmth (b = -.37, t = 3.37, p = .001). 

Table 3 

Results of Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting Social Self-Esteem from 

Mothers’ Strategies 

 

Step/Variable b β t sig. ΔR
2
   

Step 1:      

     Child Gender -.26 -.27 -2.37 .02 .08
*
 

Step 2:      

     Relationship Warmth .54 .44 4.19 .001 .19
***

 

Step 3:      

     Maternal Strategies -.07 -.17 -1.64 .12 .03 

Step 4: 

  

 

  
     Gender x Strategies -.05 -.06 -.63 .53  

     Gender x Relationship Warmth .20 .08 .81 .42  

     Strategies x Relationship Warmth .30 .29 2.95 .004 0.10
*
 

Step 5:      

    Gender x Strategies x Relationship Warmth .06 .03 .28 .78 .001 

Note. ***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05; N = 71 
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Figure 3. Relation of maternal strategies to social self-esteem for young adolescents in high-, 

average-, and low-warmth mother-child relationships. 

Table 4 reports the results of analyses of best friend closeness. As shown, and as reported 

earlier, adolescent girls reported greater feelings of closeness in their best friendships than did 

boys. Young adolescents with closer mother-child relationships also had closer best friendships. 

Contrary to hypothesis, after controlling for the warmth of the mother-child relationship, mothers 

who offered more coaching suggestions did not necessarily have children with better friendship 

closeness. There were also no significant two- or three-way interactions (see Table 4). 
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Table 4 

Results of Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting Friendship Closeness  

from Mothers’ Strategies 
 

Step/Variable b β t sig. ΔR
2
   

Step 1:      

     Child Gender -1.02 -.59 -6.05 .001 .35
***

 

Step 2:      

     Relationship Warmth .69 .31 3.37 .001 .09
***

 

Step 3:      

     Maternal Strategies .02 .02 .23 .82 .001 

Step 4: 

  

 

  
     Gender x Strategies -.06 -.04 -.42 .68  

     Gender x Relationship Warmth .64 .14 1.54 .13  

     Strategies x Relationship Warmth -.21 -.11 -1.21 .23 0.03 

Step 5:      

    Gender x Strategies x Relationship Warmth .20 .05 .55 .55 .003 

Note. ***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05; N = 71 

 

Maternal Strategies and Mothers’ Interpersonal Reasoning and Feelings of Efficacy  

Mothers of boys (M = 2.09, SD = 1.15) did not differ from mothers of girls (M = 1.94, SD 

=1.20) in the frequency of their maternal suggestions, t(69) = .53, p = .60. Mothers’ strategies 

increased with decreasing birth order (r = -.26, p = .03) and increased with maternal education (r 

= .24, p = .04). Coaching suggestions were not related to the young adolescents’ age (r = -.03, p 

= .79), the mothers’ age (r = .03, p = .82), or the size of the family household (r = -.02, p = .88). 

Mothers of boys (M = 1.35, SD = .34) and mothers of girls (M = 1.37, SD =.29) did not 

differ on their interpersonal reasoning, t(69) = -.20, p = .85. Similarly, mothers of boys (M = 

2.74, SD = .66) and mothers of girls (M = 2.66, SD =.61) did not differ on their feelings of 

efficacy, t(69) = .54, p = .59. Additionally, reasoning and feelings of efficacy did not 

significantly correlate (r = .10, p = .40). 
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Young adolescents’ age, birth order, or family household size did not significantly 

correlate with mothers’ interpersonal reasoning (r’s -.06 to .21 and p’s .08 to .71) or feelings of 

efficacy (r’s -.15 to .08 and p’s .21 to .49). Mothers’ education did not relate with their feelings 

of efficacy (r = .01, p = .98). However, mothers with more education tended to have more 

sophisticated reasoning (r = .23, p = .05). Mothers’ age did not relate to reasoning (r = .10, p = 

.44), but younger mothers felt more efficacious concerning their offspring’s’ peer dilemmas than 

did older mothers (r = -.24, p = .05). 

To explore the primary hypotheses related to the additive contributions of interpersonal 

reasoning and efficacy on mothers’ coaching ideas, a hierarchal multiple linear regression was 

computed. The young adolescent’s gender was entered as a control variable in the first step. 

Mothers’ reasoning and feelings of efficacy were entered on Step 2. The two-way interactions of 

gender by reasoning, gender by feelings of efficacy, and reasoning by efficacy were entered on 

Step 3. Finally, the three-way interaction of gender by reasoning by feelings of efficacy was 

entered on Step 4. 

As shown in Table 5 and as predicted, mothers who displayed greater interpersonal 

reasoning were also more likely to generate strategies for their children in response to the 

dilemmas. Contrary to hypotheses, however, mothers' feelings of efficacy concerning their 

offspring’s’ peer dilemmas were not a significant predictor of their suggestions. There were also 

no significant two- or three-way interactions (see Table 6). Thus, gender did not moderate the 

link between either reasoning and efficacy and maternal strategies. In addition, efficacy and 

reasoning did not interact to predict maternal strategies. 
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Table 5 

Results of Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting Maternal 

Strategies from Interpersonal Reasoning and Parental Self-Efficacy 
 

Step/Variables   b   β    t   sig.   ΔR
2
   

Step 1: 

     

 

        Child Gender 

 

.08 

 

.06 

 

.53 

 

.60 

 

.004 

Step 2: 

 

         

    Interpersonal Reasoning (INS)       

 

1.28 

 

.35 

 

3.00 

 

.01 

 

 

    Parenting Self-Efficacy (PSE) 

 

-.05 

 

-.02 

 

-.21 

 

.84 

 

.12
*
 

Step 3: 

     

 

        Gender x INS  .06  .08  .15  .88   

    Gender x PSE  .23  .54  1.01  .32   

    INS x PSE  .20  .22  .32  .75  .02 

Step 4: 

     

 

         Gender x PSE x INS 

 

-.21 

 

-.69 

 

-.32 

 

.75 

 

.001 

Note. ***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05; N = 71 
 

Maternal Relationship Security and Interpersonal Reasoning and Feelings of Efficacy  

Mothers of girls (M = 4.77, SD = 1.83) had higher relationship security than did mothers 

of boys (M = 3.19, SD = 1.80), t(69) = -3.65, p = .01. Otherwise, relationship security was not 

associated with other demographic variables, including the young adolescents’ age (r = .10, p = 

.42), birth order (r = -.12, p = .32), the mothers’ level of education (r = .17, p = .16) and age (r = 

.23, p = .06), or the size of the family household (r = -.01, p = .93). 

To explore the contribution of relationship security to interpersonal reasoning and 

parenting self-efficacy, two parallel hierarchal linear regressions were computed. In the first step 

of each, the young adolescent’s gender was entered as a control variable. Step 2 included 

mothers’ relationship security. Finally, in Step 3, the two-way interaction of gender and 

relationship security was entered. 

Table 6 reports of the prediction of interpersonal reasoning.  As shown, mothers with 

greater feelings of security in their own relationships tended to be mothers with more 

sophisticated interpersonal reasoning. This finding was only marginally significant but it was 
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consistent with hypotheses. The link between relationship security and reasoning was not 

moderated by gender (see Table 6).   

Table 6 

Results of Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting Interpersonal 

Reasoning from Relationship Security 
 

Step/Variables   b   β    t   sig.   ΔR
2
   

Step 1:                      

    Child Gender 

 

-.01 
 

-.02 
 

-.20 
 

.85 
 

.001 

Step 2: 

 
    

 
    

    Relationship Security     

 

.04 
 

.24 
 

1.88 
 

.07 
 

.05
†
 

Step 3: 

 
    

 
    

   Gender x Relationship Security   .01 
 

.03 
 

.15 
 

.91 
 

.001 

Note. †p < .10; N = 71 
 

Table 7 presents the corresponding analyses for mother’s feelings of self-efficacy. As 

shown, feelings of efficacy were not predicted by relationship security. This finding was also not 

moderated by the adolescent’s gender. 

Table 7 

Results of Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting Parenting Self-

Efficacy from Relationship Security 
 

Step/Variables   b   β    t   sig.   ΔR
2
   

Step 1:                    

   Child Gender 

 

.04 

 

.07 

 

.54 

 

.59 

 

.004 

Step 2: 

     

 

       Relationship Security     

 

-.01 

 

-.02 

 

-.13 

 

.90 

 

.001 

Step 3: 

     

 

       Gender x Relationship Security   -.05   -.32   -1.08   .29   .02 

Note. N = 71 
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DISCUSSION 

For most of the history of the scientific study of children, children’s relations with 

parents and their relations with their peers have been treated as distinct, even competing, spheres 

of socialization and influence (Parke & Ladd, 1992). Over the past two decades this view has 

given way to a more refined view that emphasizes the important connections between 

experiences in these domains (Brown & Bakken, 2011). Of particular interest, there is now 

limited but compelling evidence that parents can help promote positive peer experiences and 

adjustment in their offspring through their efforts to monitor and anticipate difficulties and 

intercede directly and indirectly on their behalf (Ladd & Pettit, 2002).   

The results of this dissertation support and extend this conclusion in important ways. As 

others have found, I found that mothers faced with hypothetical dilemmas involving their 

children can have rich repertoires of things they suggest their children could do to handle it. 

Further, to the extent that this is the case, their young adolescents appear to be better socially 

adjusted. In particular, the young adolescents of these mothers with more ideas had better social 

self-esteem and lower jealousy in certain circumstances. Because these findings are correlational, 

it is important to be cautious in assigning causality. However, these findings are consistent with 

theoretical arguments (e.g., Mounts, 2008) and with findings in which parents’ coaching has 

been manipulated experimentally through intervention (Mikami, Jack, et al., 2010; Mikami, 

Lerner, et al., 2010). 

Notwithstanding the general support for the importance of coaching in this study, an 

important issue to stress is the subtle and contingent nature of the links between mothers’ ideas 
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and young adolescents’ outcomes. Mothers’ ideas predicted better social self-esteem and lower 

friendship jealousy, but only when young adolescents reported warm relationships with their 

mothers (see also Mounts, 2002). Thus, having many ideas alone was not important. It became 

important only in the context of a warm relationship. This finding is consistent with Darling and 

Steinberg’s (1993) suggestion that parental involvement will not be effective unless offspring are 

receptive to it. My findings, too, seem to suggest that a warm parental climate may foster young 

adolescents’ perceptions of their mothers’ ideas as being valuable, prompting them to notice, 

take heed of the ideas, and adjust their behavior accordingly.  

It is noteworthy that this relation was observed in a group of young adolescents from 10 

to 15 years in age, because most past research on parental coaching has been conducted with 

children of preschool or early elementary-school age. Moreover, even within the pretty 

substantial age range included in this study there was no relation between coaching and 

adolescents’ age. Coaching, it would seem, is appropriate to children of almost all ages. 

Nonetheless, parental involvement must surely change with development. Parents who coach 

older adolescents may also have to contend with their adolescent’s relationships with peers of the 

opposite gender, a challenge not posed to the parents in this study (Updegraff et al., 2001). One 

interesting direction for future research will be to consider whether the same parents who have 

the best ideas and are most effective at coaching younger children with same-sex peers are also 

parents that have the best ideas and are the most effective at older ages, when the challenges of 

cross-sex and romantic relations surface. It is possible that some parents are “specialists” in one 

domain or another. To study this issue, it will be important in the future to conduct long-term, 

longitudinal studies. 
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A closely related point is that mothers’ ideas were examined in the context of dilemmas 

involving third party interferences in friendships. As discussed, this decision was motivated by 

the interest in studying coaching suggestions in a circumstance of significance with implications 

for other peer difficulties. The peer difficulties that were the focus in this study were friendship 

jealousy, poor social self-esteem, and poor quality friendships. However, many other important 

social outcomes might have been studied. For example, friendship jealousy is associated with 

forms of aggression. It would be interesting to see if mothers’ ideas about how their young 

adolescent could handle dilemmas involving jealousy are also related to reductions in aggressive 

behavior. Another interesting outcome might be young adolescents’ peer victimization, as 

habitually jealous adolescents often face less peer acceptance and have more peer enemies. By 

providing their adolescents with strategies on how to minimize or avoid feelings of jealousy in a 

relationship, mothers may be protecting their adolescents from the intra- and interpersonal 

difficulties associated with jealousy. Researchers should be encouraged to examine the outcomes 

related to jealousy and to articulate how mothers’ understanding of how different types of 

specific social challenges are linked to broader adjustment problems guide their decisions to 

provide strategies to their adolescents. 

While the results indicated that more maternal suggestions can promote optimal 

outcomes for young adolescents, one very surprising finding was that they can also have the 

opposite effect if not provided within the right context. In this study, when young adolescents 

felt their mothers were less warm and unresponsive, the more strategies mothers provided related 

to worse adjustment outcomes for their young adolescents. One possible reason for this is that 

young adolescents who do not feel warm toward their mothers are not comfortable divulging 

upsetting peer issues to their mothers or soliciting their mothers’ suggestions. Mothers in less 
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warm and distant relationships with their adolescents may be less involved in their young 

adolescents’ peer difficulties and unable to give suggestions because their young adolescents are 

not forthcoming about their difficulty in the first place. Thus, when mothers are not as involved 

in their young adolescents’ lives in general and thereby less aware of their adolescents’ 

friendships, what these friendships are typically like, and their adolescents’ habitual patterns, the 

strategies they are able to generate in response to peer difficulties would not influence their 

adolescents’ social adjustment. Lacking general knowledge about their young adolescents’ peer 

relationships, mothers with less warmth are not well-positioned to notice and inquire about the 

changes in relationship activities that indicate a problem in a friendship, the breakup of an old 

relationship, or the introduction of a new peer.  

It is important to note the level of mother-child relationship warmth in this sample was 

generally high with a grand mean of 2.5 (SD = .38) on a 3 point scale (see Appendix I). These 

levels are similar to previous work examining the link between adjustment outcomes and 

children’s perceptions of maternal warmth using a similar version of the relationship warmth 

measure used in this study (see Galliher, Evans, & Weiser, 2007; Martínez & García, 2007). 

Thus, even the least warm mothers in this study should properly be considered to be only 

minimally warm. Young adolescents were not reporting that their mothers were harsh and cold. 

Nevertheless, future research should more carefully consider when young adolescents are willing 

to come to their mothers about friendship difficulties and when mothers are prompted to provide 

feedback to their young adolescents. 

An additional issue to note is that the maternal strategies in this study were assessed by 

mothers’ responses to hypothetical dilemmas. Specifically, mothers who made many references 

during the interview to actions their adolescent could take to solve the social problem or feel 
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better about it were assumed to be more able and willing coaches to their adolescents. As noted, 

hypothetical dilemmas are a preferred means of understanding the thoughts behind maternal 

behavior. This begs the question of whether mothers who can think of many things in 

hypothetical circumstances also think of these and recommend them to their adolescents in actual 

peer dilemmas. If the strategies that mothers provided in the study do not reflect their actual 

parenting behavior, it may explain why I found that the links between mothers’ ideas and 

adjustment outcomes were modest. One possibility might be to ask mothers to catalogue over a 

period of time their actual coaching behavior using a daily-diary approach. This would generate 

a list of how often and in what circumstances mothers provide suggestions to their adolescents in 

the real world. Presumably, mothers only provide constructive strategies to their young 

adolescents in response to specific signals. For instance, they may only give suggestions when 

they see their young adolescent acting out of character, visibly upset, or when mothers learn 

about their adolescents’ friendship difficulties from another source (e.g., principal, adolescent’s 

peers, or siblings). A daily-diary assessment would be well-suited to provide insight into what 

elicits mothers’ suggestions to their adolescents and in what form these take. 

An important consideration in interpreting my findings relates to the nature of the 

suggestions mothers offered. Mothers’ received high scores when they made many references to 

constructive strategies their adolescent could follow to handle the situation or to things the 

adolescent could do to feel better and rethink what happened in the social dispute. The emphasis 

was only on the prosocial strategies mothers provided to their young adolescents and antisocial 

or inappropriate strategies were disregarded. In hindsight, it would have been beneficial to look 

more specifically at the quality of the suggestion and to include alongside prosocial suggestions 

the number of counterproductive strategies mothers offered. Perhaps suggestions are linked to 
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negative outcomes in less warm mother-adolescent relationships because mothers with less 

warmth offer combinations of prosocial and negative strategies. Young adolescents in less warm 

relationships with their mothers could pay attention only or mostly to their mothers’ antisocial 

suggestions (e.g., telling the friend to shut up, spreading rumors about the friend, or threating to 

end the relationship) and disregard or miss the constructive, prosocial strategies. In this regard, it 

is necessary for future research to not only judge the quantity of suggestions mothers’ provide to 

their children, but also the quality of those suggestions.  

The present findings are also consistent with emerging work on parental psychological 

control (Kernis, Brown, & Gene, 2000; Wouters, Doumen, Germeijs, Colpin, & Verschueren, 

2013). Parental psychological control refers to behaviors aimed at controlling children by taking 

advantage of children’s psychological and emotional needs, such as invalidating children’s ideas 

or feelings, criticizing, threatening to withdraw love, expressing disappointment, shaming, and 

using guilt induction (Nelson, Yang, Coyne, Olsen, & Hart, 2013; Olsen et al., 2002). I regarded 

a mother’s suggestions to be evidence of her willingness to be a supportive coach. But it is 

possible that if offered in the context of a low-warmth relationship, young adolescents regard 

maternal strategies as overbearing, manipulative, and unhelpful. That is, the association between 

young adolescents’ negative perceptions of low warm mothers’ strategies and poorer social 

adjustment fits the concept of a psychologically controlling parent. This study did not 

incorporate a conventional measure of psychological control and it is unclear if the young 

adolescents would have reported these mothers as being psychologically controlling. It would be 

beneficial in future research to operationalize parental psychological control to more closely 

align with how it is assessed in the previous literature. A more thorough investigation of young 

adolescents’ perceptions of maternal strategies surrounding their social dilemmas is needed. For 
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example, researchers should explore if the same suggestions made by warm mothers in 

children’s peer disputes are better received and regarded as less psychologically invasive and 

controlling by their children compared to mothers with less relational warmth. 

Future work should also examine mothers’ strategies in relation to characteristics of the 

adolescent. Ideas that are not carefully tailored to the adolescent may be of little value to that 

adolescent. Suggestions for how boys could resolve friendship disputes may not have the same 

effectiveness for girls. An effective strategy for a popular or extraverted adolescent may be 

unworkable and even counterproductive if attempted by unpopular or reserved adolescent. The 

fact that my assessment of maternal strategies ignored many aspects of the quality and suitability 

of mothers’ suggestions to the characteristics of their adolescent suggests that it would be helpful 

in the future to examine these aspects. This could be another reason to explain why my findings 

for social self-esteem and friendship jealousy were modest and conditional and why maternal 

suggestions did not associate with greater closeness felt in a best friendship. 

Another interesting approach in the future would be to study fathers’ coaching along with 

that of mothers. A few studies have done so (McDowell & Parke, 2009; McDowell et al., 2003) 

and reported that fathers are also able to serve as a coach for their children. These authors found 

that paternal advice predicted outcomes over and above maternal advice. However, these authors 

argue that more work is needed to disentangle these influences. The possibility that fathers’ 

coaching also influences children’s adjustment raises the issue of the consistency of coaching 

across parents. It would be fruitful to examine if children benefit from the involvement of two 

parents compared to one. It would also be interesting to investigate if having two parents 

providing conflicting advice related to the same issue would be counterproductive or adaptive in 

some instances. For example, a father that suggests that a young adolescent give the cold 
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shoulder to a friend while a mother suggests that the young adolescent approach the other 

adolescent and talk it out could be no more helpful than no advice at all.   

Given the importance of maternal suggestions in my study and in previous work, an 

important question has become why some mothers do this whereas others do not. I posited that 

one probable cause may be that some mothers are simply less skilled at reasoning about their 

adolescent’s problems than are others. The findings are suggestive of this. Mothers who 

displayed a more sophisticated and flexible understanding of the actions, motives, and feelings of 

her adolescent and the other parties embroiled in the social dilemmas posed to them also offered 

the greatest number of suggestions for their adolescent to follow to solve the issue and feel 

better. It is not remarkable that individuals who have a better grasp of a social problem also have 

more ideas for solving it, but to my knowledge this is the first study to demonstrate that this 

principle holds for someone else’s difficulties and not just one’s own. That is, the issue for the 

mothers in this study was not whether they could solve their own problems but whether they 

could set aside their own views and effectively place themselves in the circumstance of their 

young adolescent. Indeed, by design, all the vignettes ended with a disciplinary problem for the 

mother (e.g., a call from the school principal) and it might have been understandable if mothers 

became fixated on this aspect and could not set it aside to focus on the needs of their young 

adolescent. 

In this regard, it is interesting that the adolescent’s gender did not moderate the link 

between maternal reasoning and constructive suggestions. That is, mothers offered as many 

suggestions to their sons as their daughters and there was a link between mothers’ ideas for their 

adolescent and their adolescent’s adjustment for both boys and girls. It might have been expected 

that mothers’ reasoning skill would have been greater with their daughters compared to their 
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sons because they can draw more deeply on personal experience when reasoning about their 

daughters versus sons. It would seem instead that the ability to view peer problems in nuanced 

ways and generate effective strategies is not strongly dependent on at least this characteristic of 

the adolescent. 

More broadly, my findings raise an interesting issue regarding the generality of 

interpersonal reasoning. In formulating his framework, Selman (Selman, 1980; Selman et al., 

1986; Yeates, Schultz, & Selman, 1991) postulated that interpersonal reasoning skills represent a 

fundamental quality of individuals that can be applied to many interpersonal contexts in much 

the same way that one’s stage of cognitive development applies to problems in many physical 

domains at the same time. In this study, mothers’ reasoning was assessed in the context of her 

understanding of her young adolescent’s dilemma, but I did not simultaneously ask her to reason 

about her own or additional individuals’ social problems. Selman’s theory implies that had I 

asked mothers to reason not just about a social problem facing her adolescent—but also 

problems she faced or problems faced by her spouse, another child, a co-worker, and so on—her 

level of reasoning would not have differed. If mothers use a consistent reasoning skill, regardless 

of who is facing an interpersonal dilemma, it could influence how researchers attempt to improve 

mothers coaching ability. For instance, instead of only helping a mother to better interpret and 

reason through her child’s difficulties, researchers could focus their efforts on helping mothers 

confront and think through interpersonal dilemmas in general. This approach would not only 

help mothers become a better advice giver for their child, but would have broad implications for 

how mothers attempt to resolve interpersonal disputes faced by others and themselves. 

An obvious fruitful direction for this research includes designing interventions to help 

parents engage in their children’s friendship difficulties. Parents could be assigned guided 
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homework to direct them on what they attend to and think about when they confront their 

adolescents’ real-life conflicts with peers. For instance, parents could be prompted to think about 

the perspectives, needs, and wants of their adolescents and their adolescents’ peers. Parents could 

also attend weekly training sessions that include watching videotaped scenarios that depict 

adolescents’ social challenges. In this setting, parents could be guided on how to view and think 

about adolescents’ peer disputes and how to develop effective strategies that best solve peer 

problems. This type of intervention work may be particularly well-suited for parents that lack the 

ability to powerfully understand the nuanced elements in conflicts and are unable to generate 

strategies to resolve interpersonal disputes. 

Mothers’ suggestions were related to the caliber of their interpersonal reasoning, but they 

were not related to their feelings of efficacy. Mothers’ feelings of parenting self-efficacy have 

been found in the past to be important determinants of their involvement in their children’s 

relationships with peers (e.g., Mounts, 2011). In the present study, however, feelings of efficacy 

were not related to interpersonal reasoning skill. Feelings of efficacy were examined as possible 

moderators of the link between reasoning and maternal strategies, but they did not function as 

such. Future work in this area would also benefit by examining the role of parenting self-efficacy 

as a direct or moderating influence on young adolescents’ social adjustment rather than mothers’ 

strategies. Several factors may have undermined the power of efficacy as a predictor in this 

study. First, it is possible that some mothers do not feel efficacious or think that parents should 

get involved in their adolescents’ social disputes, but they do so anyways out of a felt obligation 

to their child. In the hypothetical vignettes used in this study, mothers receive a phone call from 

the school principal about their young adolescent’s dispute with a peer. This is an event that may 

happen from time to time for some parents. During instances like these, mothers may feel 
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compelled to act even if they are uncertain if they can be effective or have the authority to 

intervene. An important influence, then, would be the resourcefulness of their ideas and not their 

feelings of efficacy. Indeed, this is what the findings appeared to indicate. Feelings of efficacy 

could assume greater significant in circumstances where mothers have greater discretion to act. 

Another factor that may have undermined the link between feelings of parental self-

efficacy and maternal suggestions may have been the hypothetical vignettes used in this study. 

Some mothers may feel confident in their ability to intervene and bring about change in their 

adolescents’ peer challenges in a laboratory setting with hypothetical dilemmas. However, when 

faced with a similar real-life situation with their young adolescent, these same mothers may feel 

less certain about the success of their efforts. Conversely, some mothers may have 

underrepresented their feelings of efficacy in response to the fictional conflicts, but when 

confronted with actual dilemmas they may leap into action and feel confident about their ability 

to influence their young adolescents’ behavior. If either of these scenarios represents some of the 

mothers in this study, it may explain why a link did not appear between feelings of efficacy and 

the number of ideas mothers’ had in relation to how their adolescent should handle the situation. 

Future studies should explore mothers’ feelings of efficacy in both hypothetical and real-life 

scenarios to examine if these feelings are consistent across contexts.  

Attachment theory provides a powerful model for understanding behavior in relationships 

generally and parenting specifically (J. D. Jones et al., 2015). In the present study, I posited that 

the sense of security so often discussed as the working model behind adaptive relationship 

behavior could be an important precursor to sophisticated reasoning and feelings of efficacy 

around a child’s social difficulty. In particular, I proposed that security in relationships could 

explain why some mothers reason more effectively and express greater feelings of efficacy in 
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this area and by implication are more likely to coach. Support was weak, but consistent with this 

premise. Specifically, mothers who expressed a secure outlook on relationships in general also 

reasoned in more sophisticated ways about their young adolescent’s social difficulties.  

Other researchers have shown that secure women reason more powerfully about their 

own dilemmas (Davila et al., 1996) and that mothers use their broader secure and insecure views 

to guide their direct responses to their child (Main, Kaplan, & Cassidy, 1985). To my knowledge, 

however, this is the first study to demonstrate that relationship security guides not just what 

mothers say and do, but also what they recommend their children say and do to others. Future 

work should examine other variables that may be included in this process. Presumably, secure 

feelings are only one of several dispositions in mothers that influence their interventions. Davila 

et al., (1996), for example, found the link between attachment cognitions and interpersonal 

reasoning to be mediated by feelings of self-worth. The ability to generate more effective, 

collaborative strategies may be promoted because a mother’s model of self is more optimal for 

viewing conflict. 

Limitations and Future Directions 

As noted, because my research design was correlational, it is important to be cautious in 

presuming causality. For instance, young adolescents’ relationship warmth with their mothers 

predicted greater social self-esteem, better friendship closeness, and less jealousy. However, the 

direction of influence could also operate reversely. Perhaps mothers form warmer relationships 

with their well-adjusted adolescents whereas mothers have less warm relationships with their 

hostile, maladjusted adolescents. The direction of effects is likely reciprocal and would suggest 

that it would be valuable to incorporate experimental and longitudinal research designs in the 

future to clarify the links found in this study.   
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In addition, the reciprocal association between parenting behaviors and children’s 

behaviors is well documented (Ladd, 1992; Ladd & Pettit, 2002; Parke, 1992), but is relatively 

understudied in the peer domain. Researchers should be encouraged to adopt transactional 

models to devise and test hypotheses related to the mutual influences (e.g., parent vs. child) that 

may change direction over time and across contexts (Parke, 1992). This study considered factors 

of the mother and the mother-adolescent relationship that might influence coaching ideas, but did 

not closely examine the characteristics of young adolescents that might help to understand why 

some are better than others at coming up with coaching suggestions for their adolescents. This is 

an important direction for the future. It might be fruitful to consider whether adolescents’ 

dispositions influence mothers’ constructive strategies. For example, adolescents that lack 

emotion regulation skills may cue their mothers into the difficulties they are having with a peer. 

Mothers, then, may be equipped with the knowledge they need to address their adolescents’ 

difficulties. Researchers have suggested that parents of maladjusted children may be more 

motivated to engage in conversations about peers because they recognize a lack in social skills 

whereas mothers of well-adjusted children do not see a similar need (Laird et al., 1994; Mize, 

1995). More research about child factors as they relate to parental feedback would be valuable. 

Although this study has yielded insight into the presumed proximal contributions to 

maternal coaching, a more comprehensive model of parents’ thinking regarding their 

adolescent’s social difficulties would be helpful. Social information processing models of 

behavior have been successfully applied to the study of both children’s and parents’ behavior 

(Crick & Dodge, 1994; Miller, 1995; Mize & Pettit, 2008) and elements of such models are 

included in studies that examine parents’ management of their children’s interactions with peers 

(Shumow & Lomax, 2002; Tilton-Weaver & Galambos, 2003). Researchers should be 
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encouraged to utilize these models as a framework for understanding how parents seek out social 

cues in adolescents’ peer difficulty, how these cues shape how parents feel about their ability to 

intervene, how parents generate and evaluate the quality of their intervention strategies, when 

adolescent factors influence the strategies that are selected, and if the strategies effectively serve 

the adolescent. 

To close, the study of how family experiences relate to children’s experiences with peers 

has grown exponentially over the past two decades and it is now better recognized that, if they 

choose to do so, parents can intentionally assist their children to address interpersonal challenges 

effectively. Much less is known about why some parents coach their children and others do not. 

This study’s findings indicate that one factor that may play a role is parents’ reasoning about 

their young adolescent’s peer difficulties. Whether parents can reason through their adolescents’ 

peer relationships may depend on other factors, particularly the security they feel in 

relationships. Coaching suggestions did not translate automatically into better outcomes for 

young adolescents. Instead, this relation was moderated by the warmth of the relationship with 

their young adolescent. Further research is needed to acquire a better understanding of the 

broader process behind how mothers’ coaching strategies associate with better outcomes for their 

young adolescents. This research should incorporate the family climate, social-cognitive 

variables in the parent, and other factors in the young adolescent. 
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APPENDIX A: Interpersonal Reasoning Vignettes (Adapted from Schultz, Yates, & Selman’s 

Interpersonal Negotiation Strategy Vignettes) 

The Ski Trip 

Imagine that your son, ___(child)____, has a best friend named Jamie.  ___(child)____ 

and Jamie have gone on a weekend skiing trip with Jamie’s family every winter for the last five 

years.  The two of them are both becoming good skiers and have always looked forward to this 

trip as a way to relax before going back to school after the Holiday Break.  The best part, is that 

all the expenses are paid by Jamie’s family. Last year, Jamie and ___(child)____ had a lot of fun 

and ___(child)____ can't wait to go again this year.  However, one night Jamie calls 

___(child)____ and says that he is really sorry but he can't take ___(child)____ skiing this year 

because his parents have invited his cousin instead.   ___(child)____ is disappointed, but he 

understands why Jamie can't bring him this year.   

A few days later, ___(child)____ hears that that the cousin broke his leg and can’t go. 

___(child)____ calls Jamie but Jamie doesn’t say anything about the trip and when 

___(child)____ asks, Jamie just shrugs it off and says his parents won’t tell him anything. 

One day just before Holiday Break, ___(child)____ is out shopping.  He walks into a 

sports store, and spots another boy from school named Kelly trying on a ski jacket and goggles.  

Kelly and Jamie’s fathers work together.  ___(child)____ goes over to him to be friendly and 

asks about the ski equipment he is buying.  Kelly says he needs new stuff because he is going on 

a ski trip with Jamie.  He says “Jamie’s cousin was supposed to go, but he broke his leg. So I 

guess Jamie thought it’d be great if I went instead. Didn't he tell you?" 

The next day you receive a call from ___(child)____’s  homeroom teacher.  He tells you 

that another student saw ___(child)____ go into Jamie’s book bag when everyone else was in the 

library and dump almost everything in it in the trash. 

The Birthday Surprise 

Imagine that your son, ___(child)____, has a best friend named Cory.  Cory’s birthday is 

just a few weeks away and he talks about it all the time!  For a long time, Cory has been saying 

that he wants to do something really different for his birthday this year. He doesn't just want to 

do the same old thing he always does, with his family.   He keeps joking with ___(child)____ 

that ___(child)____ is his friend and should help his come up with something cool to do.  He 

says he doesn't know what, but he wants something special.  ___(child)____ mentions to you that 

this is getting his upset because Cory is so excited to do something new but no one has any ideas.  
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It worries you a bit that ___(child)____ is spending so much time try to think of something usual 

that Cory and he could do for Cory's birthday.  

One day,  ___(child)____ asks your advice about this.   He says Cory came into school 

that day telling everyone that he wants to go up in hot air balloon for a ride on his birthday.  He 

has been telling some of the students that he and ___(child)____  are really going to do it! Some 

of the other students say that's crazy, but ___(child)____  wants to know if it really possible. 

___(child)____ says that if he and Cory really did go up in a hot air balloon everyone would 

think that was amazing and would be talking about it.  He would be really popular. 

You explain to ___(child)____  that hot air balloon rides are really expensive and not 

something one best friend can do for another.  Plus, ___(child)____ would have to know 

someone who has a balloon and likes to take people on rides, and ___(child)____ doesn’t know 

anyone like that.  You explain that he is going to have to tell Cory this is crazy and the two of 

them have to think of something more realistic to do. 

The next day, ___(child)____  gets a call from another boy at school named Casey.  You 

can hear ___(child)____  talking on the phone to Casey.  Casey is asking if ___(child)____ and 

Cory are going up in the hot air balloon.  You can hear___(child)____telling Casey how much he 

wanted to and how much Cory wants to, but that it is too expensive and won’t work.   

But the next day, Cory calls_(child)__. Cory is really excited, you can hear what he is saying to 

your son on the phone. He tells __(child)___ “Guess what? I’m going for a hot air balloon ride 

for my birthday! The whole afternoon! Casey had the idea to ask his Dad. His Dad knew 

someone who has a balloon and who could take Cory and Casey for a ride. It won't even cost 

them, because the guy was planning to take a trip anyway, and he thought it was a cool birthday 

gift. Casey is even having a cake made that has a picture of them on it, and they’re going to eat it 

when they are up in the air.”__(child)__hangs up on Cory and won’t talk to you. 

The next day you receive a call from _(child)_’s homeroom teacher. He tells you that 

_(child)_ came up to Cory during homeroom and without saying anything threw a cup of water 

on him. 

 The Big Move 

 Imagine that your son, ___(child)____, has a classmate named Dakota.  Dakota lives a 

couple of houses away and he and ___(child)____ walk to school together. Dakota is one of the 

most popular boys in ___(child)____’s grade.   ___(child)____ and Dakota are not really friends, 
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but—like everyone else ___(child)____ likes Dakota and is always glad when Dakota pays 

attention to him.    

 ___(Child)____’s  best friend is Taylor.  Taylor is new to school and doesn’t have many 

other close friends or people he can confide in.  He took to ___(child)____ right away and they 

seem to really share things together and talk a lot.  Taylor never does anything without 

___(child)____ and the two tell each other everything.   

One day, ___(child)____ tells you that he found out that Dakota is moving away.  This is 

going to be a big deal in the peer group because Dakota is so popular.   Dakota told 

___(child)____ about this but asked ___(child)____ not to tell anyone else at school.  Dakota 

was really upset and didn’t want anyone else at school to know for a while. 

It surprised ___(child)____ that Dakota told him because Dakota has never told him 

something personal before or asked him to keep a secret.  ___(child)____ says he is really 

pleased that he is the only one who knows because Dakota now talks to him about things, like 

how worried he is about moving away.  Also ___(child)____ seems pleased with himself 

because he feels like the advice he has given Dakota has been helpful.  ___(Child)____ also 

seems really pleased that Dakota now treats him like a best friend and has included him in things.  

You notice that ___(child)____ doesn’t talk as much about Taylor as he used to, but you are 

pleased he has someone he can support at a difficult time. 

A few weeks later, however, word gets out around school that Dakota is moving.  

Everyone is talking about it!  Even parents are talking about it and mentioning that it is really 

going to shake up the peer group when Dakota leaves.  But when Taylor learns that Dakota is 

moving he is really upset with ___(child)____.  He doesn’t say why, but he starts making 

sarcastic remarks to ___(child)____ and calling him names.  ___(child)____  just ignores it. This 

goes on for two days until, one day, in the cafeteria, ___(child)____  is walking past where 

Taylor and some of the boys are sitting, and Taylor sticks his leg out and tries to trip 

___(child)____ .  ___(Child)____  stumbles and his tray falls against him, spilling food all over 

his clothes.  Everyone in the cafeteria turns to look and some start laughing.    

The next day you receive a call from ___(child)____’s  principal.  ___(child)____’s 

homeroom teacher reported that ___(child)____ pried open Taylor’s locker and used a felt tip 

pen to make a large black patch on the sleeve of Taylor’s jacket.  He also put glue between some 

of the pages of the books in the locker.  
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APPENDIX B: Interpersonal Reasoning, Perceptions of Self-Efficacy, and Coaching Questions 

Adapted from Schultz, et al.’s INS Manual 

Question Construct 
 

1. What’s the problem here? Any why are these/is this a problem(s)? 
Interpersonal 

Reasoning 

2. What is [child] feeling? Some people might think that is a little out 

of line or unnecessary. Do you feel s/he has the right to feel that 

way? Has s/he overreacted? Why? Is there anything else s/he could 

be feeling? Are there any other reasons you can think of why s/he 

would feel that way? 

Interpersonal 

Reasoning 

3. [Friend]’s behavior is very puzzling here. Is there any way to 

understand it? Do you feel [friend] has the right to feel/act that way? 

Why? Is there anything else [friend] could be feeling? Are there any 

other reasons you could think of why s/he would feel that way? 

Interpersonal 

Reasoning 

4. How about [interloper]? How can you explain their behavior here? 

Do you feel [interloper] has the right to feel/act that way? Why? Is 

there anything else [interloper] could be feeling? Are there any 

other reasons you could think of why he would feel that way? 

Interpersonal 

Reasoning 

5. If we were just brainstorming and you were faced with this problem 

with [child], what are all the things you can think of that [child] can 

do to solve this problem, if any? (after each) How would that solve 

the problem? Is there any way that could go wrong?  

Interpersonal 

Reasoning 

6. What would be the best thing to do? What would be the worst thing 

for [child] to do? 

Interpersonal 

Reasoning 

 

7. What do you think parents can do in these types of situations? Is this 

the type of situation that parents can help with or is it out of parents’ 

control? What would you do if this happened to your child? 

Perceptions of Self-

Efficacy 

& 

Coaching 

Suggestions 

8. What would you do if this really happened and you received a call 

from the principal telling you that (Child) destroyed Taylor’s jacket 

and books? What would your immediate reaction be? Is there any 

more information you need to determine how you would react? 

What would you do and say, if anything, about the situation when 

you saw (Child) next? Why do you think you would react like that?  

How could that be helpful? How could it hurt? What else would you 

do? What kind of punishment does (Child) deserve?  Why? 

 

 

 

Coaching 

Suggestions 
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APPENDIX C: Interpersonal Reasoning Coding Manual Adapted from Schultz, et al.’s INS 

Interview Manual 

 

General Coding Procedures 

1. Overview of the interview 

a. First, read and listen to the entire dilemma to get a sense of the mother’s general 

level of reasoning. The goal of this step is to get a general understanding of the 

mothers’ reasoning, to familiarize yourself with their vantage points, and to 

prepare yourself to code the mother’s speech correctly. 

b. Read and code only one transcript at a time. 

2. Code the interview 

a. See the scoring sheet in the hanging folder and read the steps below to review 

how to code this interaction. 

 Generate each individual score by matching the mother’s response to the 

examples in the appropriate level. If you are scoring a dilemma for which 

there are no examples available, read the existing examples below to get a 

concrete sense of responses at each level for each question. 

 Also, review dilemma #9 in the hanging folder for more examples 

b. Continue coding until all assigned maternal speech has been coded. 

 

Coding Rules 

1. Be careful that you are not inferring the mother’s speech too far beyond the content of the 

words, tone, context for which it appears, and the definition in the coding manual. (Some 

inferring may be required). 

2. During the strategy generation questions, each individual strategy in the mother’s speech 

should be coded as a separate code. For example, if the mother lists three separate 

strategies for her child to resolve the situation, there should be three different codes 

underneath Q5, not one code.  

a. If a solution that was already given is given as the “best solution” but with more 

sophisticated reasoning in either Q5 (Generating Alternatives) or Q6 (Best Thing 

to Do), list the strategy once in Q5 and give it the higher code in both Q5 and Q6.   

3. If you think a response is definitely in between two levels, round down.  

4. If two answers are given (except question 3, generating alternative strategies), code the 

answer that is elaborated on the most. If the answers are given equal weight, code the 

highest level demonstrated. 

5. If there is blatant leading (i.e., suggesting an answer) by the interviewer that could 

change the level, ignore the part of the answer directly after the leading when you are 

determining the code. If the mother did not seem to have an answer before the leading, 

code as if no answer were given. 

6. On Q5: Generating Alternative Strategies, if two strategies are given at once (often as a 

step-wise strategy, “first this, then that”), code them as one strategy unless the 

interviewer breaks them down. If the two strategies are at different levels, code the higher 

level.  

7. If the mother takes into consideration that the best friend’s or interloper’s parents were 

also involved in the situation, code the parents’ presence using the overall context as your 

guide.  
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Coding Definitions 
 

STEP 1: PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Question 1: What’s the problem here? And why are these/is this a problem(s)? 

 

0 No understanding of the question or no reference to the problem except to state what 

the child will do. The problem is not differentiated from its solution. 

 The mother gives a solution, such as “My child should make the interloper go 

find their own best friend.” 

 The mother does not recognize that there is a problem. 

o “Well I don’t quite get what you are asking me…to find the problem…I 

don’t see a problem here.” 

o “Ok, well first of all we don’t quite know why [best friend] is upset with my 

child so that’s a little baffling and then of course the story is so far off from 

my child’s true personality is that it is difficult to put my child in that 

situation.” 

o  “It’s just childish rivalry right there. Kids just do that. Children are 

spiteful.” 

o “Well I mean I can’t relate to it. That’s my problem I mean cause that’s not 

my [child], that’s not his friends.” 

 

1    The problem is stated in terms of only one person’s wants or needs, often those of the 

child. The description of the problem from one perspective can be Level 2, 

however, in the case in which the mother’s perspective consists of simultaneous 

conflicting needs or perspectives (e.g., Mother says the child sees that best friend as 

having rejected him/her or chosen someone over him/her). 

 The mom says child is upset or mad because he/she couldn’t do activity with best 

friend. 

o “Well we see that [child] is jealous and she’s taking it out on his friend. The 

problem is that she’s not handling it appropriately. She’s not acting the right 

way.” 

NOTES:  

In distinguishing between 1 and 2, give a 2 if the mother sees that the best friend has chosen 

another person over the child. If this is not the case and the problem seems to lie in not being 

able to do the activity or do the activity with the best friend, give a 1. 

 

2    Each person’s needs are identified, but separately. The relationship is seen as reciprocal 

but, although both person’s needs are granted validity, one person’s needs (often that of 

the child) are given priority. The mere mentioning of every person’s needs and/or 

perspectives is not sufficient in defining a Level 2 response: if the problem is seen as 

“either/or” (either one’s needs or the other’s needs can be met, but not both) 

response should be scored Level 1. 

 The mother says the child feels left out, jealous, or upset because the best friend 

has chosen to do something with the interloper. 
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 The mother says the child is upset and the best friend or interloper should have 

considered his/her feelings (e.g., best friend should have told child that interloper 

was coming along or going instead). 

 Mother says the best friend chose to be with the interloper instead of child or 

might like interloper more than child. 

o “[My child] is jealous because [best friend] has invited [interloper] on the 

ski trip. So I think [child] would have been fine if it was the cousin, because 

that’s family and all the obligations and everything. But [child] is probably 

extremely jealous that [best friend] has invited [interloper], especially 

without telling [child] about it. The [interloper] hasn’t done any wrong here, 

they got invited to a getaway.”  

 

3    The problem is seen as shared or collaborative problem with consideration of 

everyone’s needs. 

 Mother says that there is a misunderstanding that is causing problems for the 

friendship or in how well the three people are getting along. 

 Mother recognized that the friendship is at risk because her child and the best 

friend all want something different. 

o “[Best friend] wants the [interloper] to come, but [my child] doesn’t want 

the [interloper] to come because she probably doesn’t feel that she know her 

very well and doesn’t know if she is really friends with the [Best friend]. 

This might be a problem because my child wants to go on the trip and her 

best friend wants to bring a new friend so she can get to know her better. 

This can be a problem because they are friends and seem to be disagreeing 

at the moment, but they probably all think that their friendship is more 

important than a ski trip so they will want to work out a solution that they 

can all live with.” 

 

Question 2: What is [child] feeling? Some people might think that is a little out of line or 

unnecessary. Do you feel s/he has the right to feel that way?  Has s/he overreacted? Why? 

Is there anything else s/he could be feeling? Are there any other reasons you can think of 

why s/he would feel that way? 

 

0 The mother does not give any expression of feelings, or feelings of only one person 

(the child’s) are inappropriate (including emotional overreaction) to the situation. The 

mother does not appropriately respond to the question; restates or ignores the posed 

question. The mother shows lack of perspective taking and is unable to understand 

what the child is feeling. 

 The mother does not know how anyone feels. 

o “I’m not really sure what my child is feeling in this situation because she 

hasn’t really acted this way before.” 

 The mother says that one person is upset (usually the child) or happy (usually the 

best friend or interloper) and the mother doesn’t know how the others feel or says 

they don’t feel anything.  

o “My child is upset about missing out on the birthday party.” 
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1 Mother response reflects only one person’s perspective (usually that of the child). If 

other people’s feelings are mentioned the concern is pragmatic and concrete or 

simple. That is, one can only feel one way and can’t have two different feelings at 

once (includes similar, related feelings like anger, jealousy, sadness). If both 

people’s feelings are mentioned, no connection between them is expressed or 

both feel the same way for no reason (e.g., my child and his best friend feel sad). 

 Mother says the child is upset or mad because they couldn’t participate in an 

event (couldn’t do the birthday event with his/her best friend, or couldn’t go on 

the ski trip with his/her best friend) and the best friend (and/or interloper) is 

happy because he/she got to go (or got to bring another friend along).  

 

2 Mother response reflects multiple people’s points of view and at least one person’s 

perspective involves complex, mixed feelings (e.g., happy but also concerned, angry 

but also understanding). There is (sympathetic) concern for the effects of one 

person’s feelings on another, or conflicting feelings within one person are expressed. 

In some cases, feelings of one person are psychologically complex, whereas those of 

another have the same concrete, pragmatic basis as at previous levels. This level also 

includes situations in which one person has empathic feelings (my child’s lonely; the 

interloper is shy) but not understood by another. 

 Saying the child feels rejected or left out by the best friend qualifies as complex, 

2
nd

-person thought and should be scored at Level 2.  

 Acknowledgment that there should have been concern also qualifies as complex, 

2
nd

-person thought and should be scored at Level 2. For example, the mother 

saying the best friend doesn’t care but should have seen how his/her actions 

affected her child.   

o “I think my child feels lonely that they can’t go on the balloon ride with 

their best friend, but the best friend probably feels happy that she gets to go 

on a balloon ride with the other friend.  

 

3 Mothers give a response that involves complex feelings that her child is experiencing 

from the others. These are often expressed with long-term consequences mentioned. 

Empathic concern for shared feelings; feelings FOR each other (versus AT each 

other); concern for the friendship; feelings her child is expressing (and other) are 

psychologically rather than practically based. This level also includes situations in 

which the mother states that the friends are aware that they do not want the same 

thing or feel differently about the situation, as long as both people’s feelings are 

psychologically based (if practically based, score as level 1 or 2, depending on how 

complex the feelings are). 

 Mother says both the child & best friend are concerned about the friendship 

 Mother gives a Level 2 2
nd

-person thought and the interloper (or maybe child or 

best friend) gives a level 3 and is concerned for the friendship or see how the 

relationship is being affected. 

 

NOTES: 

 In dealing with answers that involve some sort of concern for the friendship/relationship, 

look at the degree of perspective-taking the mother gives about the child and best friend. If both 
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are able to take a 2
nd

-person perspective (step into another’s shoes), there is at least some 

connection between their feelings, and one of them or the interloper are concerned about the 

relationship or see how the relationship is affected, score as 3. If neither or only one of them 

(child & best friend) is at a 2
nd

-person perspective, score as a 2 if only one of them has complex, 

2
nd

-person thought or score as a 1 or 0 if neither of them have complex thought. 

 

Question 3: [Friend]’s behavior is very puzzling here.  Is there any way to understand it?  

Do you feel [friend] has the right to feel/act that way?  Why? Is there anything else [friend] 

could be feeling? Are there any other reasons you could think of why s/he would feel that 

way? 

 

0 The mother does not give any expression of feelings, or feelings of only one person 

(the best friend) are inappropriate (including emotional overreaction) to the situation. 

The mother does not appropriately respond to the question, either restating or 

ignoring the posed question. The mother shows a lack of perspective taking; unable to 

understand what the friend is feeling.  

 The mother does not know how anyone feels. 

o “I’m not really sure what my child’s best friend is feeling in this situation 

because she hasn’t really acted this way before.” 

 The mother says that one person is upset (usually the best friend) or happy 

(usually the child or interloper) and the mother doesn’t know how the others feel 

or says they don’t feel anything.  

o “My child’s best friend is upset that they had water thrown on them.” 

 

1 Mother response reflects only one person’s perspective (usually that of the best 

friend). If both people’s feelings are mentioned the concern is pragmatic and 

concrete or simple. That is, one can only feel one way and can’t have two different 

feelings at once (includes similar, related feelings like angry and jealous, sad and 

angry). If both people’s feelings are mentioned, no connection between them is 

expressed or both feel the same way for no reason (e.g., my child and best friend 

feel sad). 

 Mother says the best friend is upset or mad because of episode with her child 

(water in face or book bag contents dumped) and the child is jealousy and 

interloper is confused because they didn’t do anything wrong.  

 

2 Mother response reflects multiple people’s points of view and at least one person’s 

perspective involves complex, mixed feelings (e.g., happy but also concerned, angry 

but also understanding). There is (sympathetic) concern for the effects of one 

person’s feelings on another, or conflicting feelings within one person are expressed. 

In some cases, the feelings of one person are psychologically complex, whereas those 

of the other have the same concrete, pragmatic basis as at previous levels. This level 

also includes situations in which one person has empathic feelings (my child is 

lonely; the interloper is shy) but these are not understood by another. 

 Saying the best friend feels conflicted about telling her child about the trip 

qualifies as complex, 2
nd

-person thought and should be scored at Level 2.  
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 Acknowledgment that there should have been concern also qualifies as complex, 

2
nd

-person thought and should be scored at Level 2. For example, the mother 

saying the best friend doesn’t care but should have seen how his/her actions 

affected her child.   

o “I think my the best friend probably feels happy that she gets to go on a 

balloon ride with the other friend, but my child feels lonely that they can’t 

go on the balloon ride with their best friend. 

 

3 Mothers give a response that involves complex feelings that her child is experiencing 

from the others. These are often expressed with long-term consequences mentioned. 

Empathic concern for shared feelings; feelings FOR each other (versus AT each 

other); concern for the friendship; feelings her child’s best friend is expressing (and 

other) are psychologically rather than practically based. This level also includes 

situations in which the mother states that the friends are aware that they do not want 

the same thing or feel differently about the situation, as long as both people’s feelings 

are psychologically based (if practically based, score as level 1 or 2, depending on 

how complex the feelings are). 

 Mother says both the child & best friend are concerned about the friendship 

 Mother gives a Level 2 2
nd

-person thought and the interloper (or maybe child or 

best friend) gives a level 3 and is concerned for the friendship or see how the 

relationship is being affected. 

 

Question 4: How about [interloper]? How can you explain their behavior here? Do you feel 

[interloper] has the right to feel/act that way? Why? Is there anything else [interloper] 

could be feeling? Are there any other reasons you could think of why he would feel that 

way? 

0 The mother does not give any expression of feelings, or feelings of only one person 

(the interloper’s) are inappropriate (including emotional overreaction) to the 

situation. The mother does not appropriately respond to the question; restates or 

ignores the posed question. The mother shows a lack of perspective taking; unable to 

understand what interloper is feeling. 

 The mother does not know how anyone feels. 

o “I’m not really sure what the other child is feeling in this situation because 

the situation doesn’t really give me much to go on.” 

 The mother says that one person is upset (usually the child) or happy (usually the 

best friend or interloper) and the mother doesn’t know how the others feel or says 

they don’t feel anything.  

o “The other child is probably just happy that they get to go on the ski trip this 

year because the cousin broke their leg.” 

 

1 Mother response reflects only one person’s perspective (usually that of the 

interloper). If more than one person’s feelings are mentioned, the concern is 

pragmatic and concrete or simple. That is, one can only feel one way and can’t 

have two different feelings at once (includes similar, related feelings like angry and 

jealous, sad and angry). If more than one person’s feelings are mentioned, no 
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connection between them is expressed or both feel the same way for no reason 
(e.g., my child is sad and interloper is happy).  

 Mother says the child’s best friend (and/or interloper) is happy because he/she got 

to go (or got to bring another friend along).  

 

2 Mother response reflects multiple people’s points of view and at least one person’s 

perspective involves complex, mixed feelings (e.g., happy but also concerned, angry 

but also understanding). There is (sympathetic) concern for the effects of one 

person’s feelings on another, or conflicting feelings within one person are expressed. 

In some cases, the feelings of one person are psychologically complex, whereas those 

of the other have the same concrete, pragmatic basis as at previous levels. This level 

also includes situations in which one person has empathic feelings (my child is 

lonely; the interloper is shy) but these are not understood by another. 

 Saying the child feels rejected or left out by the best friend qualifies as complex, 

2
nd

-person thought and should be scored at Level 2.  

 Acknowledgment that there should have been concern also qualifies as complex, 

2
nd

-person thought and should be scored at Level 2. For example, the mother 

saying the best friend doesn’t care but should have seen how his/her actions 

affected her child.   

o “I think my child’s feels lonely that they can’t go on the balloon ride with 

their best friend, but the best friend probably feels happy that she gets to go 

on a balloon ride with the other friend.  

 

3 Mothers give a response that involves complex feelings that the interloper is 

experiencing from the others. These are often expressed with long-term consequences 

mentioned. Empathic concern for shared feelings; feelings FOR each other (versus 

AT each other); concern for the friendship; feelings the interloper is expressing (and 

others) are psychologically rather than practically based. This level also includes 

situations in which the mother states that the friends are aware that they do not want 

the same thing or feel differently about the situation, as long as both people’s feelings 

are psychologically based (if practically based, score as level 1 or 2, depending on 

how complex the feelings are). 

 Mother says both the child & best friend are concerned about the friendship 

 Mother gives a Level 2 2
nd

-person thought and the interloper (or child or best 

friend) gives a level 3 and is concerned for friendship or see how relationship is 

being affected. 

 

STEP 2: GENERATING ALTERNATE STRATEGIES 

Question 5: If we were just brainstorming and you were faced with this problem with 

[child], what are all the things you can think of that [child] can do to solve this problem, if 

any? (After each) How could that solve the problem? Is there any way that could go 

wrong? 
Each alternative action is scored independently and the total number of alternatives listed 

is noted. If two strategies are given at once (often as a step-wise strategy), code them as one 

strategy UNLESS the interviewer breaks them down. If a solution that has already been given is 
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given as the best solution but with more sophisticated reasoning in either Step 2 or Step 3, code it 

only once in Step 2 and give it the higher code in both steps.  

 

0 Physical, impulsive, non-communicative methods. 

 Mother says her child couldn’t do anything because they are too upset or mad. 

SEE OTHER LEVELS FOR “DOING NOTHING” 

 Mother says her child could yell at the best friend and the interloper 

 Mother says her child could give best friend and/or interloper the cold-shoulder, 

nasty looks, spread rumors, or hit their friend/interloper because of feeling mad  

 

1      One-way directives, threats, simple requests, or submission to the others. 

 Mother says that the child could do nothing to avoid a fight or to avoid losing the 

best friend.    

 Mother says that the child could give in to what the best friend wants to avoid a 

fight or to avoid losing the friend.  

 Mother says that the child could ignore and monitor to see what the best friend 

and/or interloper does. 

 Says the child could find a new partner or friend to avoid a fight, losing a friend, 

or simply to have a friend or someone to do the activity with.  

 Mother says that the child could get in touch with the best friend and/or interloper 

to say how he/she feels so the best friend and/or interloper will do something to 

please the child (for example, the child would say “I’m mad and here’s what I 

want you to do about it.”)—if the child tells the best friend and interloper how 

they are feeling and why (meant to promote their understanding child’s 

feelings), score as Level 2. 
o Level 2: Mother suggests the child could tell interloper or best friend what 

to do (for example, to find a new partner or not to hang out with the 

interloper anymore). 

 

2   Reciprocal communication reflecting an orientation toward FAIRNESS (top answers: 

turn-taking and compromise such that each person gets something).  

 Mother says the child could find a new partner so that everyone can do the 

activity or so both child and best friend can do some of what they want.  

 Mother says the child could meet the best friend and interloper at the birthday 

party so that they can do their own thing but child can still hang out with them 

later.  

 Mother says the child could suggest that the best friend and interloper can all go 

along on the ski trip or birthday activity so that no one feels left out.  

 Mother says the child could do nothing because child can see best friend’s point 

of view or has sympathy for the interloper. 

 Mother says the child could pretend there’s not a problem so that no one feels 

badly. 

 Mother says the child could ask the best friend for information (why the best 

friend invited interloper, why the best friend did the activity with interloper)—

asking the other for information suggests 2
nd

-person perspective-taking and 

reciprocal communication. 
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 Mother says the child could get in touch with best friend and/or interloper to tell 

how he/she feels and states why he/she was upset. 

 Mother says that all three individuals could do the activity together so that no one 

feels left out or for another reason that sounds like fairness.  

 Mother says that her child could go with best friend next time (turn-taking, 

interloper goes first). 

 

3 Collaboration with others for mutual interests, reflecting an orientation toward the 

RELATIONSHIP. 

 Mother says that the child could want everyone to do the activity together so that 

they could all be friends.  

 Mother says that child could want everyone to talk it out so that they can still be 

friends.  

 Mother says that her child could let it go because he/she can see the best friend’s 

and/or the interloper’s point of view and can see that letting it go would be best 

for the relationship (the situation is not something to get too upset about or can 

see how all three can be friends).  

 Mother says that her child could talk it out so that child and best friend come to 

understand each other better.  

 

Question 6: What would be the best thing to do? 

 

Give this strategy the same score as it was given in the question above. If it was not given as 

a response to the question above, add it to that list. 

 

0 Physical, impulsive, non-communicative methods. 

 Mother says her child shouldn’t do anything because they are too upset or mad. 

SEE BELOW FOR HIGHER LEVELS OF “DOING NOTHING” 

 Mother says her child should yell at the best friend and the interloper 

 Mother says her child should give best friend and/or interloper the cold-shoulder, 

nasty looks, spread rumors, or hit their friend/interloper because of feeling mad  

 

1      One-way directives, threats, simple requests, or submission to the others. 

 Mother says child should do nothing to avoid a fight or to avoid losing the best 

friend.    

 Mother says child should give in to best friend’s wants to avoid a fight and losing 

friend.  

 Mother says child should ignore/monitor to see what best friend and/or interloper 

does. 

 Says the child should find a new partner or friend to avoid a fight, losing a friend, 

or simply to have a friend or someone to do the activity with.  

 Mother says that the child should get in touch with the best friend and/or 

interloper to say how he/she feels so the best friend and/or interloper will do 

something to please the child (for example, the child would say “I’m mad and 

here’s what I want you to do about it.”)—if the child tells the best friend and 
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interloper how they are feeling and why (meant to promote their 

understanding child’s feelings), score as Level 2. 
o Level 2: Mother suggests the child should tell interloper or best friend what 

to do (for example, to find a new partner or not to hang out with the 

interloper anymore). 

 

2   Reciprocal communication in the service of the self’s perspective, reflecting an 

orientation toward FAIRNESS (top answers: turn-taking and compromise such that 

each person gets something).  

 Mother says the child should find a new partner so that everyone can do the 

activity or so both child and best friend can do some of what they want.  

 Mother says the child should meet the best friend and interloper at the birthday 

party so that they can do their own thing but child can still hang out with them 

later.  

 Mother says the child should suggest that the best friend and interloper can all go 

along on the ski trip or birthday activity so that no one feels left out.  

 Mother says the child should do nothing because child can see best friend’s point 

of view or has sympathy for the interloper. 

 Mother says the child should pretend there’s not a problem so that no one feels 

badly. 

 Mother says the child should ask the best friend for information (why the best 

friend invited interloper, why the best friend did the activity with interloper)—

asking the other for information suggests 2
nd

-person perspective-taking and 

reciprocal communication. 

 Mother says the child should get in touch with best friend and/or interloper to tell 

how he/she feels and states why he/she was upset. 

 Mother says that all three individuals should do the activity together so that no 

one feels left out or for another reason that sounds like fairness.  

 Mother says that her child should go with best friend next time (turn-taking, 

interloper goes first). 

 

3 Collaboration with others for mutual interests, reflecting an orientation toward the 

RELATIONSHIP. 

 Mother says that the child should want everyone to do the activity together so that 

they should all be friends.  

 Mother says that the child should want everyone to talk it out so that they can still 

be friends.  

 Mother says that her child should let it go because he/she can see the best friend’s 

and/or the interloper’s point of view and can see that letting it go would be best 

for the relationship (the situation is not something to get too upset about or can 

see how all three can be friends).  

 Mother says that her child should talk it out so that child and best friend come to 

understand each other better.  
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Question 7: What would be the worst thing for [child] to do? 

 

0 The mother cannot think of any obstacle or gives another solution instead of an obstacle, 

even after an explicit probe; the response provided does not make sense (reflecting a 

misunderstanding of the question or describing an obstacle to a different solution); or 

the mother says the child would become emotionally overwhelmed while trying to 

solve the problem. 

 Mother says that the child would get too upset while trying to deal with the 

problem and can’t perform the solution.  

 The mother gives another solution instead of an obstacle.  

 The mother can’t think of an obstacle.  

 

1 The obstacle is a negative response related to restating a physical action toward the best 

friend or interloper (with little or no explanation or communication).   

 Throw water, dump contents of book bag, etc. 

 Child doesn’t get to go on the ski trip, hot air balloon, etc. (situationally based not 

bringing in relationship or friendship just the concrete problem). 

 Child is mad. 

 The mother saying her child does not like her best friend anymore—no 

explanation.  

 The mother says that the child and best friend may get into a fight without an 

explanation.  

 

2  The obstacle is reasonably communicated and well-explained or an unexpected and 

reasonable (probable) set of outside circumstances that causes understandable bad 

feelings, disappointment, or impacts the short-term relationship. This level includes 

situations in which the mother says her child acknowledges that the best friend might 

disagree with the “proposed solution to handle this problem.” 

 The friendship ends (with no explanation). 

 Child stays mad. 

 Mother says the child and the best friend disagrees with the solution from above. 

 Mother says child and best friend disagree about the solution and fight about it/get 

mad at each other—this doesn’t happen “magically” or for no reason but rather 

usually occurs with some sort of communication.  

o “The worst thing would be for my child and their best friend to get mad at 

each other and disagree about how to repair the damaged property.” 

 Mother says the child and best friend may drift apart and are no longer friends.  

 

3 The obstacle is a circumstance that is a problem because it has an impact on the long-

term relationship. Saying that the friendship will end is not enough to qualify for this 

level. The reason for relationship difficulties must be psychologically based and 

reasonable (probable). This level includes recognition that a personality conflict could 

serve as an impediment to a long-term relationship. 

 Child stays mad because of anger issues that may create a rift in the relationship. 
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 Mother says that that there was some kind of misunderstanding or 

miscommunication that occurred that causes harm to the friendship (e.g., someone 

takes something the wrong way).  

 Mother says that her child will not want to remain friends with the best friend, 

because the best friend lies to him/her or somehow violated their trust.  

 

INS Individual Scores 

 

The Relations between the Interview Questions, the Functional Steps, and Individual Scores 

 

Step 1 - Defining the Problem Score  Score 

1. What’s the problem here?  

Any why are these/is this a problem(s)? 
Level 

2. What is [child] feeling? Some people might think that is a little out 

of line or unnecessary. Do you feel s/he has the right to feel that 

way?  Has s/he overreacted? Why? Is there anything else s/he could 

be feeling? Are there any other reasons you can think of why s/he 

would feel that way? 

Level 

3. [Friend]’s behavior is very puzzling here.  Is there any way to 

understand it?  Do you feel [friend] has the right to feel/act that 

way?  Why? Is there anything else [friend] could be feeling? Are 

there any other reasons you could think of why s/he would feel that 

way? 

Level 

4. How about [interloper]? How can you explain their behavior here? 

Do you feel [interloper] has the right to feel/act that way? Why? Is 

there anything else [interloper] could be feeling? Are there any other 

reasons you could think of why he would feel that way? 

Level 

Step 2 - Generating Alternative Strategies 

5. If we were just brainstorming and you were faced with this problem 

with [child], what are all the things you can think of that [child] can 

do to solve this problem, if any? (after each) How would that solve 

the problem?  Is there any way that could go wrong?  

Level 

6. What would be the best thing to do?  Level 
7. What would be the worst thing for [child] to do? Level 
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INS Interview Scoring Sheet 

 

Subject ID:____________________  Coder:__________________ 

   Date:____________________ 

 

 Dilemma:___________________ Dilemma:_________________ 

 Level Notes Level Notes 

Step 1: 

Q1: Problem Definition 
 

______ 

  

______ 

 

Q2: Child’s Feelings ______  ______  

Q3: Best Friend’s 

Feelings 
______  ______  

Q4: Interloper’s 

Feelings 
______  ______  

Step 2: 

Q5: Alternative 

Strategies 

 

______ 

  

______ 

 

a.  ______  ______  

b. ______  ______  

c. ______  ______  

d. ______  ______  

e. ______  ______  

 ______  ______  

Q6: Best Thing to Do ______  ______  

Q7: Worst Thing to Do ______  ______ 

 

 

 

INS Coding Examples 

 

STEP 1: Problem Definition 

Question 1: What is the problem here? Why is that a problem? 

 

    Example Definition 

0 -I don’t see a problem 

-My child needs to do X (make 

the interloper go find another 

friend) 

-No problem is seen, even after probing. 

-Or problem is confused with the solution. 

1 -It’s their annual ski trip and the 

best friend invited someone else 

to go with. 

-Child is unable to go on a ski 

trip with their friend 

-Answers reflect mostly one person’s 

perspective.  

-Not scored as a level 2 because both people’s 

perspectives are not given. 

2 -My child wanted to go on the 

ski trip with the best friend, but 

the best friend decided to take 

someone else.  

-Multiple perspectives identified, but separately 
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3 -My child wanted to do 

something with the best friend, 

but sees that the best friend 

decided to go with someone else. 

At the same time, even though 

the best friend decided to go 

skiing with someone else, they 

did not want to hurt my child. 

-The friends have differing perspectives/wants 

but the mother indicates that each recognizes 

the other’s perspective.  

-The mother says that they recognize the 

problem as affecting their friendship and/or as 

one that they need to work out together. 

 

Question 2-4: What is [child/best friend/interloper] feeling? Some people might think that is 

a little out of line or unnecessary. Do you feel s/he has the right to feel that way? Has s/he 

overreacted? Why? Is there anything else s/he could be feeling? Are there any other 

reasons you can think of why s/he would feel that way? 

 

    Example Definition 

0 –The mother doesn’t know how 

anyone feels. 

–Mother says one person is upset 

(usually the child) or happy 

(usually the best friend or 

interloper) and the mother 

doesn’t know how the others feel 

or says they don’t feel anything. 

–Either no emotions are recognized or (more 

likely), the mother recognizes only one person’s 

feelings and that person has those feelings for a 

practical reason (e.g., can’t go skiing or to on 

the air balloon ride) 

1 –The mother says her child is 

upset and the best friend doesn’t 

care. 

–Mother indicates her child is 

jealous/upset and the best 

friend/interloper is happy.  

–Answers reflect one person’s perspective 

almost exclusively 

–If both perspectives given, no complex 

feelings and no connection between the feelings 

of the child, best friend, or interloper are 

expressed or feelings result from a practical 

concern (can or can’t go to the birthday surprise 

or ski trip) 

2 –Mother says the child is upset 

and the best friend feels 

awkward. 

–Mother suggests the child is 

upset/betrayed & the best friend 

might feel both happy and guilty 

–The mother understands how one person’s 

actions/feelings impact the other or one 

person’s feelings are complex while the other 

person’s feelings remain simple and practically 

based.  

–Complex feeling may also involve sympathy 

for the interloper. 

3 –Mother says the best friend is 

concerned that her child would 

be hurt or disappointed and says 

her child sees the best friend as 

wanting to start a friendship with 

the interloper.  

-Both want to keep the 

friendship. 

–The mother suggests that her child and the best 

friend are concerned about what the other is 

thinking or feeling and/or both are concerned 

about the problems and how it impacts the 

friendship. 
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STEP 2: Strategy Generation 

Question 5: If we were just brainstorming and you were faced with this problem with 

[child], what are all the things you can think of that [child] can do to solve this problem, if 

any? (After each) How would that solve the problem?  Is there any way that could go 

wrong? 

 

    Example Definition 

0 –The mother says that her child 

wouldn’t do anything because 

they would be too upset.  

–Mother says her child would 

yell at the best friend/interloper, 

give them dirty looks, or the cold 

shoulder.  

–No action taken because the child is 

emotionally overwhelmed 

–Action taken against or to influence another 

because emotionally overwhelmed or out of 

vengeance 

1 –Says the child would find a new 

partner or friend to avoid a fight, 

losing a friend, or simply to have 

a friend or someone to do the 

activity with.  

–Mother suggests the child 

would get in touch with the best 

friend and/or interloper to say 

how he/she feels so the best 

friend and/or interloper will do 

something to please the child 

(for example, best friend doesn’t 

take interloper next time or 

invites the child) 

–Gets around problem without dealing with it.  

–Doing something (or nothing) to avoid a fight 

also level 1.  

–Finding a new friend/partner is similar to 

doing something to avoid losing a friend 

(Selman scored as level 1). 

2 –Mother says the child would 

get in touch with best friend 

and/or interloper to tell how 

he/she feels so that they 

understand why he/she was 

upset. 

– Mother says the child would 

pretend there’s not a problem so 

that no one feels badly. 

–Trying to influence another to get one’s way.  

–Answers here reflect a sense of fairness, all 

parties get something). At level 2, there is still a 

sense of doing things to get one’s way or to 

give into the other’s wishes, at level 3, there is a 

sense of mutuality and concern for the 

relationship.  

–If the purpose of talking to the best friend (and 

interloper) is to come to a compromise where 

everyone gets something out of fairness (e.g., 

alternate skit trips), score level 2.  

–Talking to the best friend about how each feels 

(as long as not solely to get one’s way) reflects 

an understanding of reciprocal perspective-

taking. 

3 –Mother says her child would 

talk to the best friend and the 

–If the purpose of the child talking to their best 

friend and interloper is to work things out 
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interloper to discuss how 

everyone feels so maybe they 

can all be friends. 

–Mother says her child would go 

along with what the best friend 

and interloper wants because the 

children could both see how her 

child and the best friend could be 

friend with the interloper.   

together so that they can come to a mutual 

agreement or understanding or so that all three 

become friends, score as a level 3. 

–At level 3, there is recognition that everyone 

shares the problem and must work on it 

together. 

 

Question 6: What would be the best thing to do? 

See table above for coding this question. 

 

Question 7: What would be the worst thing for [child] to do? 

 

    Example Definition 

0 –Worst thing not given. 

–Mother saying child becomes 

emotionally overwhelmed and 

acts impulsively. 

–Level 0 because it includes impulsive actions 

and a lack of understanding of the question, or 

an inability to see any potential worst things the 

child would do.  

1 –The mother says the child 

would express that they do not 

like the best friend anymore. 

–Mother says worst thing is that 

her child gets the best friend and 

interloper mad at the child. 

–Negative response or flat rejection from best 

friend, simple and not well-explained (see notes 

for levels 2 and 3 for more complex and better-

explained obstacles below). Level 1 also 

includes unlikely outcomes. 

2 –Mother says the worst thing 

would be that her child behaves 

in a way that causes the best 

friend and interloper to become 

better (best) friends. 

–Mother says that the child is 

unable to solve the problem with 

the best friend and gives a 

reason.  

–Probable outcome leading to disappointment 

and/or impacting the short-term relationship.  

–Reason behind break-up is practically based 

(can’t be good friends with both), not 

psychologically based (personality conflict, 

level 3). 

3 –Mother says there is a 

personality conflict that keeps all 

3 teens from being friends or 

getting along. 

–Mother says best friend and 

child agree that they no longer fit 

together as friends.  

-Mother says something else 

happens that child and best 

friend have to work out. 

–Personality conflict or something happening 

that is a mutual problem between the child and 

the best friend and poses threat to the long-term 

relationship.  
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APPENDIX D: Perception of Parenting Self-Efficacy Coding 

 

Mothers’ beliefs about their parental self-efficacy in their children’s relationships will be 

captured using interview items assessing the degree to which mothers believe they have the right 

to control their children’s peer relationships. The interview questions included “What do you 

think parents can do in these types of situations?”, “Is this the type of situation that parents can 

help with or is it out of parents’ control?”, and “What would YOU do if this happened to your 

child?”. These items were structured to be similar to those presented in previous studies that 

identified parental efficacy as a precursor to direct parenting behaviors related to their children’s 

peer experiences.  

 

Definition: Parental self-efficacy is an estimation of the degree to which mothers perceive 

themselves as capable of helping their child in a specific domain. In the case of the present study, 

this relates to mothers’ ability to effectively help out in the peer domain as their children are 

depicted as having experienced a challenging setback with their best friend. 

 

After reading mothers’ responses to each prompt underneath this set of questions, you will code 

the level of parental self-efficacy using a 5-point scale ranging from -2 (none) to 2 (a great deal). 

 

0 

None 

1 

Very Little  

2 

Some  

 

3 

Quite a Bit 

4 

A Great Deal  

 

Q: “What do you think parents can do in these types of situations?”, “Is this the type of 

situation that parents can help with or is it out of parents’ control?”, and “What would 

YOU do if this happened to your child?” 

 

0   (None) Mother says there is nothing parents can do in these types of situations.  

 Mothers do not want to be involved with their children’s friendships. She lets 

them handle their own friendship dilemmas. Whatever happens between the child 

and the friend is beyond her control.  

 The mother doesn’t want to get involved with the friend or the friend’s parents. 

Expresses no interest in finding out anything about the friendship dilemma.  

 The mothers’ responses indicate extreme pessimism that mothers can help. For 

this score, mothers may say that they do not spend time worrying about their 

children’s friendship difficulties because it is out of their control. 

o “Parents can’t do anything here. This is out of their control.” 

 Mothers suggest they are incapable to manage their children’s problems. 

o “…relationship issues are up to the kids to deal with on their own.” 

 Moms don’t have any control over who their children associate with in 

friendships. 

o “Oh wow, these types of situations are really meant for my child to work 

through. You know, parents can’t really be there all the time to tell children 

who they can and cannot hang out with. Children have to handle these 

scenarios.”  
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1   (Very Little) The mother suggests that there is very little that she can do in these types of 

situations. (This code falls between the Nothing code and the Some code) 

 The mother says she would not have much of an impact on helping her child in 

this situation; it’s something the child should work through. 

o “I mean, I might talk to my child, but parents really don’t have anything to 

do with it. Kids, have to work that out on their own.” 

 If this really happened they would remove their child from the situation, but 

would not attempt to help the child with this situation. 

o “I can’t really help in these types of situations. If I knew my child was 

having a problem with their friend I would probably just show up to school 

and take my child out of the situation. But I would tell my child to deal with 

the situation. You know, make it right with their friend.” 

o “I would tell the child to move on and let it go. To be done with the 

situation.” 

 

2 (Some) The mother suggests that it depends on if she can or cannot help in these types of 

situations. She can have some influence, but she also states that the child needs to have 

some control of their own experiences with peers.  

 Mother suggests that sometimes she can provide influence on the situations 

involving peers, but this depends on if the child will listen. 

o “I can give my child tons of guidance, but they may not always listen. It just 

depends if I actually need to help in this situation.” 

 Mom indicates that this situation may not be one that she can always help with, 

but she might try to help her child through the situation. 

 The mother would be there for the child but not help her. The mother would let 

the child figure out the situation and how to handle it.  

o “I think I could help. I mean, I might be able to help by talking to my child, 

but I also feel that this can only go so far. My daughter needs to do the leg 

work and handle this situation on her own.” 

o “I think, sometimes, a lot of times, parents get involved in situations when 

they shouldn’t.  That this is between those two children or three, and parents 

really should stay out of it; unless it gets really out of hand. If this really 

happened, I would encourage my child to talk to Jamie and work it out. But 

that would be only advice to her.”   

  

3 (Quite a Bit) The mother indicates that she can help out her child quite a bit in these 

types of situations. (This response fall in-between the Some code and the A Great 

Deal code).  

 Mother suggests that she can listen to her child in these types of situations.  

o “moms can serve as a good sound board and help them evaluate their 

behavior” 

 Mother may talk to child to understand motivations and actions in the situation. 

o “I would talk to them and let them tell me how they feel and listen to them 

and try to give advice on ways to solve it without having to play a more 

direct role in helping my child solve the situation with their friend.”  

 Mother would figure out what is going on and give her advice. 
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4 (A Great Deal) The mother says she is highly involved in these types of situations and 

collaborates with her child. She does a great deal helping her child through this 

scenario. 

 Mother suggests she can do a great deal in helping who her child associates with. 

o “I mean I would try to talk to Corey’s parents and not Casey’s, because he’s 

not really friends with [my child]. But I would talk to Corey’s parents and 

say that the boys have had difficulties and that I can’t keep having Casey 

come over if they are going to be mean to each other. I mean, I don’t want 

them to be forced to be together, I would just want to talk to the parents and 

get them behind both of the boys and have them work it out or stop hanging 

out with each other.” 

 Mother’s response indicates that she frequently discusses these types of situations 

with her children and how they need to behave. 

 Mother states that she can always help in these types of situations with her child. 

o “My daughter has faced these experiences before. I always make sure to talk 

through the situation with my daughter to get her to start thinking about how 

she could resolve the situation. You know, I kind of work through the 

situation with my daughter so we both can come up with how to deal with 

the problem she’s having with her friend.” 

 Mother indicated she can do a lot to manage and control children’s peer 

experiences. 

o “My child and I would work through the situation together” 
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APPENDIX E: Maternal Strategies Coding 

 

Dimensions of mothers’ coaching ideas will be captured using interview items assessing 

the content of mothers’ conversations of how they would respond to their children’s peer 

difficulty using coaching. The interview questions included: “What do you think parents can do 

in these types of situations? Is this the type of situation that parents can help with or is it out of 

parents’ control? What would YOU do if this happened to (Child)? Why?”, “What would you do 

if this really happened and you received a call from the principal telling you that (Child) 

destroyed Taylor’s jacket and books? What would your immediate reaction be? Is there any more 

information you need to determine how you would react?”, “What would you do and say, if 

anything, about the situation when you saw (Child) next? Why do you think you would react like 

that? How could that be helpful? How could it hurt? What else would you do? What kind of 

punishment does (Child) deserve? Why?” These items were structured to be similar to those 

presented in previous coaching studies and allowed an opportunity for mothers to coach their 

children through a peer difficulty.   

 

Definition: The term coaching is often used to express the more active and proactive modes of 

influence that parents can have in the lives of their children. It involves parental practice of 

giving advice, providing assistance, and clarifying emotions to a child about peer relationships. 

In the case of the present study, this relates to mothers’ ability to effectively help their children in 

the birthday surprise and the ski trip vignettes.  

 

Examples of mother’s strategies that you should watch out for include: Mothers’ general 

advice to their children about key issues in their social conflict. Advice can take the form of 

identifying the information that their child needed to attend to in the situation, clarifying the 

intent, motives, and attributions of their child or child’s peers in the social setting, clarifying the 

goals their child should possess, help the child devise possible actions to take, refer to how they 

would help their child and evaluate those actions, and suggestions for behaving more effectively 

in peer conflict. You should also mark down when mothers highlight the emotions of the actors 

in the story by saying she would encourage her child to think about how the best friend or 

interloper in the vignette feel (e.g., labeling how her child would feel if s/he were the best friend 

in story) and make emotional statements (labeling) or ask questions and clarify emotions.  

 

High tallies will be given to mothers’ who highlight the emotions of all the characters in 

the vignette by clarifying and encouraging their children to think about their emotions and say 

they would help their child attend to relevant cues and details in the story by providing advice. 

Low tallies will be assigned when mothers do not appeal to emotions or feelings of those 

characters in the story, do not clarify their child’s emotions and how they should feel in their 

peer conflict, do not mention that they would offer advice to their children. 
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Subject ID:____________________ 
 

Coder:___________________ 

 

 Date:____________________ 

 

 Dilemma: Dilemma: 
 

 Frequency Total   Frequency Total 

Coaching Ideas: 

Examples include:  

 Clarifying the goals the 

child should possess 

 Clarifying the intent, 

motives, and attributions of 

child’s, best friend’s, and 

interloper’s behavior 

 Helping the child devise 

possible action in the social 

situation 

 Providing suggestions for 

what they child should say 

to peers 

 Clarifying the child’s 

emotions and how they 

should feel 

 Labeling the child’s, best 

friend’s, or interloper’s 

emotions 

    

 

Notes: 
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APPENDIX F: The Relationship Questionnaire (RQ; Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991) 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. It is easy for me to become emotionally close to others. I am comfortable depending on 

them and having them depend on me. I don’t worry about being alone or having others 

not accept me. 

 
  

My Relationship Style... 
Please rate the following relationship style according to the extent to 
which you think the description fits your general relationship style. 

 
If something is absolutely not at all like me not, circle 1 
If something is maybe a tiny bit like you, circle 2 
If something is a bit like you, circle 3 
If something seems in the middle, circle 4 
If something is quite a bit like you, circle 5 
If something is a great deal like you, circle 6 
If something is absolutely like you, circle 7 
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APPENDIX G: Mother-Child Relationship Warmth 

 

Maternal Warmth Scale (Lamborn, Mounts, Steinberg, & Dornbusch, 1991) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
What is usually true about your mother? 

 
1. I can count on her to help me out if I have some kind of problem. 

 

2. She keeps pushing me to do my best in whatever I do. 

 

3. She spends time just talking with me. 

 

4. She helps me if there is something I don’t understand. 

 

5. When she wants me to do something, she explains the reasons why. 

 

 
  

 

  

More about my parents and me... 
We would like to learn a couple things about how you get along with 

your mother  (stepmother, etc.) and father (stepfather, etc.).  Be honest 
and remember your answers will not be shown to others and there are 

no right and wrong answers.  Everyone is different. 
 
If something is absolutely not true, circle 1 
If it is somewhat true, circle 2 

If it is really true, circle 3 
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APPENDIX H: Social Adjustment Outcome Questionnaires  

 

Friendship Jealousy 

 

1. I’m worried that my best friend is becoming better friends with someone else.  

2. I am worried that someone else is trying to become his or her best friend. 

3. I think my best friend may like other friends better than me. 

4. I think that my best friend hangs out with other kids behind my back. 

5. I’m worried that my best friend hangs out with other people and doesn’t tell me or invite 

me. 

6. I’m worried that people call or IM my best friend and invite him or her to go places 

without me.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How are you feeling right now? 
How often do you actually have the following thoughts about your best friend? 

 
If you say you never have the following thoughts, circle 1 

If you say every once in a while you have the following thoughts, circle 2 

If you say you sometimes have the following thoughts, circle 3 

If you say pretty often you have the following thoughts, circle 4 

If you say all the time you have the following thoughts, circle 5 
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Friendship Quality Questionnaire (Parker & Asher, 1993). 

 

 

1. We help each other with schoolwork. 

2. We make each other feel important and special. 

3. We care about each other’s feelings. 

4. We tell each other about our problems. 

5. We pick each other as partners for things. 

6. We help each other with things so we can get done quicker. 

7. We talk about the things that make us sad 

8. We ask each other for help and advice when we have trouble figuring out something. 

9. We tell each other that we’re good at things. 

10. We tell each other secrets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My best friend and me… 
Help us understand what you and your best friend are like 

together.  Think about your friendship with your very best friend 
and answer the questions below.  How well do these things 

describe your relationship with your best friend? 
 

If something is not at true of your friendship, circle 1 
If something is a little true of your friendship, circle 2 
If something is somewhat true of your friendship, circle 3 
If something is mostly true of your friendship, circle 4   

If something is really true of your friendship, circle 5 
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Self-Perception Profile for Adolescents (SPPA; Harter, 1988). 

 

 

1. I find it hard to make friends 

2. I am able to make really close friends 

3. I have a lot of friends 

4. I am kind of hard to like 

5. I have a close friend I can share a secret with 

6. I find it hard to make friends that I can really trust 

7. I feel I am socially accepted 

8. I DO NOT have a friend who is close enough to share really personal thoughts with 

9. I am popular with other people my age  

What I am and what I am not... 
 

Read each sentence below carefully and circle the number that tell us is 
this describes you.  Be honest.  Your answers are always private.   

 
If, honestly, the statement is Not at all like you, circle 1 
If, honestly, the statement is A little like you, circle 2 
If, honestly, the statement Describes you pretty well, circle 3 
If, honestly, the statement is Really like you, circle 4 
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APPENDIX I: Means and Intercorrelations of Mother, Adolescent, and Mother-Child Relationship Variables 

 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1. Maternal Strategies - .41
*
 .15 .29 -.02 .17 -.27 -.02 

2. Interpersonal Reasoning .29
†
         - .12 .22 .10 .12 -.16 .21 

3. Parenting Self-Efficacy -.10 .08         - -.16 .24 .30 -.10 .18 

4. Maternal Relationship Security -.09 .23 .10         - .03 .08 .19 -.16 

5. Mother-Child Relationship Warmth .02 -.04 -.07 .21         - -.07 .51
**

 .50
**

 

6. Friendship Jealousy .05 -.01 .39
*
 -.21 -.23          - -.27 .19 

7. Social Self-Esteem -.08 -.12 -.01 .46
**

 .41
*
 -.44

**
         - .35

*
 

8. Friendship Closeness .07 .09 .18 .10 .27 -.08 .35
*
 - 

M (S.D.) 2.00 (1.17) 1.36 (.32) 2.70 (.63) 4.06 (1.97) 2.51 (.38) 1.92 (.81) 3.39 (.48) 3.75 (.87) 

Boys 2.09 (1.15) 1.35 (.34) 2.74 (.66) 3.19 (1.80) 2.47 (.37) 1.75 (.62) 3.24 (.48) 3.20 (.78) 

Girls 1.94 (1.20) 1.37 (.30) 2.66 (.61) 4.77 (1.83) 2.53 (.39) 2.05 (.93) 3.50 (.44) 4.21 (.63) 

t(1, 69) -5.3 .20 -.54 3.65*** .66 1.58 2.37* 6.05*** 

Note. Correlations for boys (n=32) are presented above the diagonal, and correlations for girls (n=39) are presented below the 

diagonal. ***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05; †p < .10; N = 71 
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APPENDIX J: Institutional Review Board Certification 

 

 


